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Abstract 
CR manifolds are generalizations of real hypersurfaces. One would 
then ask whether such generalizations are indeed v i r tua l , In study of 
the real hyperquadric v = |z | ’ one encounters the Lewy operator. This 
operator has a surprising nonsolvable property . We also study 
Nirenberg's approach to nonsolvability problem. The resu l t s can be used 
to demonstrate examples of CR manifolds which are non-realizable as 
real hypersurfaces? 
• - ' * .. 
The hyperquadric Q rather than the hypersphere is the model space 
for pseudoconformal geometry. We study the group SU(p+l,q+1) on Q which 
i s analogous to the group of motions on R
n
 . A set of s t ructura l 
equations are found and some special curves, called chains , on Q are 
distinguished. 
How close an arb i t rary nondegenerate real hypersurface can be 
approximated to Q was studied by Moser. For dimension three, he found 
that any nondegenerate real hypersurface can be brought under 
biholomorphisms to normal forms which approximates Q up to order f ive . 
For higher dimensions, such approximations are only up to order three. 
Chains re-appear in th i s context in another description. 
In considering the equivalence problem of whether two 
nondegenerate real hypersurfaces are locally biholomorphic , Cartan 
2 
provided a solution for the case € and Chern generalized the solution 
、 ‘ . . - 1 " ' ' ； . " . . . . . . , •. 
： ....... ：‘,. ,. _ . . . ... . . , , . ‘ . . , . . . 、. 
to higher dimensions. The equivalence problem with a fixed exceptional 
tangent direct ion i s also discussed. Applications for pseudohermitian 
geometry are made. 
Finally, for a strongly pseudoconvex domain D, Fefferman 
..l . 
constructed a Lorentz metric on 3DxS . Light rays with respect to t h i s 
metric are projected down onto chains on 5D . In th i s approach, we 
study an example of spiral chains. 
1
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Introduction 
This thes is presents a survey on the geometry of nondegenerate CR 
manifolds. 
The beginning of the subject is generally traced back to 
Poincsir^'s work in 1907 [Po]. Poincare observed that real analytic real 
hypersurfaces in C (n2:l) need not be locally biholomorphic. This is 
i 
in sharp contrast to what happens in C , Following Poincare's lead, 
E. Cartan in 1932 [Ca] solved the equivalence problem for real analyt ic 
2 
nondegenerate real hypersurfaces in C : The solution was given in 
terms of a Cart an, connection, or a complete set of invariant one forms 
, on some principal bundle over the real hypersurface. The equivalence 
problem for higher dimensions was attacked by N. Tanaka in 1962 [Ta]. 
The breakthrough came only in 1974 with the paper of Chern and Moser 
[C&M]. In th i s paper, Poincare's idea of studying power ser ies 
expansions was carried through to a deep and most elegant conclusion. 
Also, Cartan's construction was generalized in a surpris ingly natural 
way on abstract CR manifolds. An in t r ica te " pseudoconformal " geometry 
on strongly pseudoconvex CR manifolds was thus uncovered. 
There are para l le ls between pseudoconformal geometry and 
Riemannian geometry . Indeed, many authors draw up l i s t s of 
corresponding concepts in the two geometries ([C&M] p.222, [B,F&G] 
p.235, [J&L23 p.169). However, pseudoconformal geometry is much more 
complicated and d i f f i cu l t to handle than Riemannian geometry • In 
par t icular , the family of curves called chains, which should correspond 
••. . . , 、 " 、 . . . . ， ' • « . . . . , 
‘ , . . 1 ... . . . ..产. I .V . . . . . 
,:.、:.,.'.，...." 、....、:... .....‘ ‘ . ‘....“....-,,....、::.“. ‘,:. • ‘ ：‘ .. • ‘ . . . . . . . ‘ :•‘ 
.. • . • . , - ‘ . , , ‘ ‘ . ..... ‘ • 
to geodesies, may have pathological behaviour : Fefferman [Fel] 
discovered chains on a very simply strongly pseudoconvex real 
hypersurface which sp i ra l s towards a point. S t i l l , the comparison with 
Riemajinian geometry has been a useful guide for subsequent development. 
In order to get a formal ism closer to Riemannian geometry, one often 
has to reduce pseudoconformal geometry to pseudohermitian geometry, 
which has been developed by Webster. 
The plan of th i s thesis i s as follows : 
In chapter . 1, we present Po inca r f s arguments on the 
t , 
2 
non-equivalence of real hypersurfaces in C , A par t i a l d i f f e r en t i a l 
operator appeared in Poinear会，s arguments which 50 years la te r Lewy 
[Jo] found to possess s ignif icant nonsolvability properties. I t i s 
in teres t ing to note that Lewy made th is discovery while he was studying 
Cartan, s work on real hypersurf aces. We study next t h i s Lewy operator 
and Nirenberg's approach to the nonsolvability properties. Nirenberg 
gave the f i r s t example of a CR manifold which is not imbeddable as a 
real hypersurface : an example of the f a i lu re of a 
Newlander-Nirenberg-type theorem. We present two examples of 
non-imbeddable CR manifolds using the ea r l i e r nonsolvability resu l t s . 
This completes an interest ing c i rc le of ideas. We end the chapter by 
giving a short account of the imbedding problem. 
In chapter 2, we present the geometry of the real hyperquadric. 
The real hyperquadric rather than the sphere i s the model space for 
pseudoconformal geometry. The reason is that one tangent direct ion i s 
distinguished. We give a detailed description of the group SUCp+l, q+1) 
and the isotropy group H of the origin. Comparison i s made to the 
.... . . . . . . . . . . .、’，• ' . . . . . : , • 
•‘ , 2 
: •• . . . . : . : . . . • 、 . . . , ， , “ “ : ‘ “ , ^ ‘ 1 ‘ 二 r 
：_ .、 . . ‘' ... ,. , . ’ ’’ •. • , . ‘ • . , ‘ , , . .： . . , . ： , . ： .、 . f ..... 
‘ . ‘, ‘‘t >： ) (‘ ‘ ‘ ^ ： • , 吟 r 
group of motions acting on the f l a t space IR
n
 • 
In chapter 3’ we show how Moser obtains a normal form by 
approximating locally a nondegenerate real hypersurface to a real 
hyperquadric .The distinguished tangent direction is taken care of by 
assigning double weight. The normal forms are unique up to an action by 
the f i n i t e dimensional group H . Following Moser, we f i r s t present the 
formal theory and then the geometric theory. It turns out that the 
approximation to real hyperquadric is close up to order 5 for a 
3-dimensional real hypersurface, but only up to order 3 for higher 
dimensions. This is one of several Instances in which dimension 3 
is exceptional. We mention at the end of the chapter Fefferman's 
invariant theory which is based on Moser*s normal form. 
* . . . . . • 
In chapter 4, we present the Cartan-Chern solution of the 
equivalence problem for nondegenerate CR manifolds. We further consider 
the corresponding equivalence problem with a fixed exceptional tangent 
direction , The resulting geometry is called pseudohermitian geometry. 
I t is simpler for certain applications and i t s curvature terms are more 
like Riemannian curvatures. We give some applications by Webster and 
indicate some work in th is direction. 
In the last chapter, we present Fefferman's metric on a c i rc le 
bundle over the CR manifold. The light rays of this metric project down 
on chains of the CR manifold. We give a detailed account of the 
spira l l ing chains discovered by Fefferman. For , i t seems that much 
remains to be discovered. 
We conclude this introduction with the remark that the geometry of 
degenerate , in particular weakly pseudoconvex , CR manifolds has not 
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been developed to any great depth. 
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Chapter 1. Real hypersurfaces, CR manifolds and the imbedding problem. 
§ 1.1 Non-equivalence of real analytic hypersurfaces in C . 
I n C
1
, any two real analytic curves y , y are local ly 
1 2 
biholomorphic. That is , given points p^  and p on 、 and 、 
respectively, there exist open neighborhoods、of p! , U^  of p^ and a 
biholomorphism (p i U1 ~> U such that 0(U n ^ ) = U n 飞 ， I t i s 
丄 2 1 1 2 2 
natural to ask whether an analogous resul t holds in higher dimensions . 
* 2 
• In 1907, Poincare showed that , even in € , real analyt ic hypersurfaces 
need not be locally biholomorphic.We prove th i s f i r s t by making the 
following observations： 
Let s = { (x+iy, u+iv) : v ^ 0(x» y,u) } and 
S = { (X+iY, U+iV ) : V = $(X, Y,U) } 
2 
be 2 real analytic hypersurfaces in C . Write z=x+iy, w=u+iv, Z=X+iY 
and W=U+iV. For any x,y,u, (x+iy, u+i0(x, y, u)) € s. If 尸二〜 ,：^ ) i s a 
biholomorphism which takes s to S , then 
(f i(x+iy, u+i<^(x, y, u)), f .Cx+iy, u+i^(x, y, u))) i s a point on S, and hence 
is equal to (X+iY, U+i$(X, Y, U)) for some X,Y，U. Thus, X,Y,U are 
functions of x,y,u with independent gradients such that 




Fo(x,y,u； = U+i$(X, Y,U) = f (x+iy, u+i0(x, y, u)) • 
2 2 
By the chain rule, 
dF df 
」 = 」 i — 
dz aw z 
(2) for j = 1,2. 
d¥ df 
k: ； . , , - - . ‘ ’ ..... ‘ v,' “ . . ,，• • ’ • ‘  .. ： - ,. • "‘‘ ： . . „ .. “ ，• . . 
厂.1 . .. V . . ‘ . • .、. 
, 5 . 
,.:‘:. •、..、，. . . . . ’ V • • :、: • . ： ： . ‘ ‘ , .. . , .... . • 
. . ： ；.7；；' .， ：.：’ ；^；.：“•；•' ''' ‘‘•"； ：••'-• '；： ... .；：•*• ,,,-•'•'• • ‘ • ‘. ：.‘ 、.:/-.':.'.I:' ‘. . .'\'r‘. .,, . . . .，.， 〈.,,-.. ..::.'.'. '： ; • j, _ ... . . . . . . . . ’’:'’. ’. . ；, •' • 
Therefore, 
Q Q 
(3) L = (\+id> ) — - 一 annihilates F and F . 
u 。一 2 _ l 2 
dz du 
So i f V - 0(x,y,u) is local ly biholomorphic to V = $(X’Y’U), then 
the pa r t i a l d i f f e ren t i a l equation LF = 0 with L given by (3) has two 
solutions F ,F given by (1). That is ， we have to solve 4 real 
1 2 
equations for 3 independent real unknown functions X,Y,U. As the 
following example shows, such solutions need not exis t . 
(1.1.1) Example 
2 2 
The real analytic hypersurfaces v = x + y and v 0 are not 
local ly biholomorphic. . 
Proof. 
2 2 
Write 0(x, y, u) = x + y , $(X，Y,U) = 0» we have 
d a 
F = X +iY , -F = 0 and L = - iz . 
1 2 dz 3u 
LF2=0 is equivalent to 
f A、 1 au au n 
(4) - — + v— = 0 
^
 }
 2 a x
 y
a u 
1 au au n 
(5) r - x^- = 0 2 dy du 
Different ia t ing (4) and (5) with respect to y and x respectively, 
2 2 
… 1 a u a u au ^ 
(6) - + v — + 一 = 0 , 
^
 J
 2 dxdy  ydyd\i du * 
(ry、 1 a 2 u a 2 u au .、.：n 
\ ( ) — 一 X 一 = 0 N 
2 dxdy dxdu du  @ 
OT T OT T OT T 
At (x,y,u) = (0,0,0), equations (4) to (7) imply 蒜 = 萨 = O.This 
contradicts that the gradients of X, Y, U are 1inearly independent. • 
There is another counting argument which shows that , in general, 
two real hypersurfaces are not locally biholomorphic. The argument i s 
. . . . . . . . . , •' • 、 . . . . . . ：. . . . ’ . ， ’ ， . ...： - • . . • 
. .
6、：：. 
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 ‘ , - ‘ ‘ ‘‘
f
 f . ‘ 、 [ . 
based on the following elementary lemma. 
(1, 1.2) Lemma. 
The Taylor ser ies expansion up to and including terms of order N 
N + 
of a function of k variables contains ( ) terms. 
k 
Proof. 
I t i s clear that the number of terms we seek is equal to the 




» ^ ^ such 
number i s equal to the number of ways in select ing N objects, with 
repe t i t ions allowed, from l , x , X 2 > . . , ,x^ . Thus the number is 
(k+l)+N-l ) _ N+k = ( N+k . I 
乂 N 一 N 乂 V K J •‘ 
We now use lemma(1.1.2) to demonstrate the second argument. We 
f i r s t f i x some hypersurface M given by v = F (x,y,u) containing the 
origin. Then any nearby hypersurface of M, also containing the origin, 
is of the same form v = F(x, y, u). If we consider the Taylor 
coef f ic ien ts of F of order^N without the constant term， we obtain a 
( 3 )-1 
point in IR . Also,given any local biholomorphism f - ( f i > f 2 ) of 
( )-1 ( ) -1 4( )-4 v
 2 2 2 
order ^ N, we obtain a point in C , x€. = R • 
4( 2 )-4 ( 3 )-1 
Let us define a map from (R to R as follows. F i rs t 
4 (
 2
 ) - 4
 2 
we le t peR be the point given by the ident i ty of C • For any 
4( 2 )-4 
point close to p in IR , we use i t as Taylor coef f ic ien ts to define 
two complex functions (f , f ) of C
2
 close to the identi ty. Let th i s map 
1 2 
takes M to the hypersurface v=F(x,y, u) with F(0,0,0)=0. By considering 
( 3 
the Taylor coeff ic ients of F as above, we obtain a point in IR . In 
7 
t h i s way, we obtain a map 
,N + 2、 ,N+3、 
4




</> : some nbd of p in !R > R • 
If any hypersurface v=F(x, y, u) near M is equivalent to M, then <p 
,N + 3、 
( 3 )-1 
will cover some nbd of IR • But th i s i s impossible for since 
. … ，N+3、 , . ,N+2、 . 
in t h i s case ( ) - 1 4 ( ) - 4 
3 2 
§ 1.2 The Lewy operator. 
In the proof of example(1.1.1) ,we encounter the operator 
⑴ L = k ~  i z h 、 . f
 « 
This operator has the following surprising nonsolvabi1ity property 
f i r s t discovered by Hans Lewy: There exis ts f e C°°((R
3
) such that 
3 
Lu = f has no solution in any open nbd of IR . 
We shall f i r s t prove th i s theorem of Lewy (Theorem (1.2.5)) . Then 
we give a necessary and suf f ic ien t condition due to Greiner ,Kohn ajid 
Stein for the local so lvabi l i ty of Lu=f, Finally, we consider some 
re su l t s of Nirenberg. 
(1.2.1) Lemma. 
Let \p{u) € C°°(IR3) be real-valued. For 6 > 0 and C € R, define 






 < 5, J u ^ j < 8 }. 
If there exis t s w € C (Q) sa t i s fy ing 
Q Q 
Lw = ( -— -r iz— ) w = (u) 
dz du 
then ip(u) is real analytic at ¢. 




v ( r , e ,u ) = e Vr w(Vr cose,v^" sine, u) for 0<r<5, 9 eR ’ |u-^|< 5, 
i > 
then v + ―^ v - i v = Lw = (u) • 
r t L V 0 u ‘ 
27T 
Let V(u, r ) - J"o v(r, 0, u) dG, 
then 
V + i V = 2?ri诊，（u) and V(u,0)=0. 
u r 
Define W(u,r) =V(u , r ) — 27ri0(u). 
Then 今 W is analytic in 0<r<6, | <5. Apply 
Schwarz-ref lect ion principle on iW, we see that W is analyt ic in 
| r I <5, |u— Thus, i//(u) = -1/27T Im W(u, r) is real analyt ic for 
J 
(1.2.2) Corollary. 
Let \Jj(u) € C°°(IR) be real-valued. Let W(x, y, u) be C1 such that 
Lu = «/f(u-27)X+2?y) 
in a nbd of t j , ¢). Then 0(u) Is real analytic at u = ¢. 
Proof. Let 
W(X,Y,U) = w(X+?f Y+t?, U + 2 * n X - 2 ? Y ) ， 
then LW(X,Y, U) = ^T(U). Thus , by lemma( 1.2. 1), 0(U) is real 
analyt ic at • 
In what follows we le t ip(u) be a fixed real-valued periodic 
function in C (1R) which is not real analytic at any ueR, Also, we le t 
9 
. . . . . ‘ “ • ‘ ‘‘； 
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{ 广 刀 j / C j )eiR : j=l’2. . .} be a fixed sequence of points which i s 
3 
dense _ in (R • We set 
(2) P j = 2 | ? j I +2|、I +1 and c. = • e"pj 
2 
and le t B be the Banach space of a l l bounded in f in i t e sequences c=(c , 
1 
€ , . . . ) of real numbers, equipped with the norm 




For any eeB, 
03 
F。（x，y，u) - J] c c' i/f' Cu-27? x + 2? v) 
s “ j j j j 
i s C°° in R 
Proof. 
I t suf f ices to show that a l l the formal derivatives of 
3 
F^ converge uniformly in IR . Since i/j is periodic, 
M = sup J 砼 （ k ) ( u ) I < co for all k. € IN . 
k
 U€(R 
By (2) , (3) , we see that 
I a j 
(4) i D ^ . c . ^ ' C u ^ ^ + 2?.y) I ^ 2"
j
 ||e|| Mj a | + i ( M ) 
By M-test, the resul t follows、 j] 
In the next lemma, we need tKe following notations. 
For a l l j , n e (N, we define 










 < 1/n > 
J，n ' j V j j J 
and E ^ to be the subset of B consisting of those c such that the 
following conditions (6) , (7) , (8) and (9) hold : 
10 
, . . • . . , . .. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ' . ... . . r ‘ ... 、 / ) r .：；丨 ‘_.. 
. '• ' . '''：.• . . ” ， . ， . . . ， . : . . : . '•'、 . , - . . . , . . ... . _ . - . . . ' , . . - 、 . . ： ， 
(6) There exis ts w(x,y;u) € C
1
^ ) s. t . Lw = F o(x,y,u) 
J I n 




w(P) I ^ n for a l l |a | 彡 1 , P € n n 





w(Q) I ^ n | P-Q |
1 / n
 for a l l |a | = 1 >
 ? e Q
] f n ‘ j , n ' 
(1.2.4) Lemma. 
The sets E are nowhere dense subsets of B. j 
Proof. We need to show that E are closed in B and have no in te r io r 
, j,n 





, . . . € E , s € B such that 
j » n . : 
\ I  丨丨,。•‘ . • ‘ 
Set a=(0,0,0) in ⑷ ， w e get 
F - F ^ M I  e
k
 - s I  . 
k € 1
 11 11 
e 
Hence F k converges pointwisely to F • Since c € E , by (6), 
e c J > n 
there exist w s. t . Lw = F k with the properties (7),(8) and (9). By 
k k e 
mean-value theorem and (8), we see that 






(9),(10) imply that the sequence w^  (k=l,2,3. . • ) and a l l i t s f i r s t 
derivatives are equi-continuous in Q , while (8) implies that w are 
j » n < 
equi-bounded by n in Q . By Ascoli 's theorem, there ex is t s 
j 
weC
1 ⑴ ) w h i c h s a t i s f i e s (7), (8) and (9). Also, Lw= F . Thus , 
c e E ... This shows that E are closed. 
j , n j , n 
Now ,we show that E have no in ter ior point.Let 
j > n 
1 1 
\ . ... ‘ ,.:.......、」.：’、 ，， : '、•’.：'， " ， • ,： ‘ ' • . ；i: ? ^  ^ 
• , • . . . / 人‘‘ 
. : , , . ： , : : . . ； . , . , “ . ： . . . . . . . , , . / . . . . . ： • . . ‘ : . . . . . ‘ ; . . • ： • , 
5 = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 , 1/c ,0,“.) , 
个 
j t h pos i t i o n 
then F =^' (u-2t) x+2? y) by the def ini t ion of F . Assume on the 
S j j 。 
contrary that eeE i s an in ter ior point of E • Then there ex is t s 
j , n J»
n 
9 > 0 so small that 
c = e + QS e E . . 
J ,n 
Let w,w' be C
1
 in Q s . t . Lw=Fo , Lw'= F - with the 
j,n e
 e 





then Lw 二 ifj (U-2T? x+2?sy) in Q • 
j J J»
n 
This contradicts to lemma(1.2.2) ’ since 矽 i s not real analytic at 
j • 
(1.2.5) Theorem. 
There exis ts F(x,y,u) € C°°(1R
3
) such that 
L w = (
 i z "
 i z
 In
 ) w = F ( x ， y , u ) 
3 1 
has no solution in any open set Q in 1R , with w € C (Q) and 
w , w and w Holder continuous In n , 
x y u 
Proof. 
3 
Suppose not, then for any seB, there exist an open set QQR and 
an w e C
r
(Q) s . t . Lw=F with Holder continuous f i r s t derivatives. 
e 
Since {Q > is dense in 1R
3
, we can pick a point Q € Q • Then for j
 j 
su f f i c i en t ly large n, 0. Q Q . Set w = w - w(Q ) , then 
J -N J 
w € C
X
(Q ) , Lw = F and w(Q) = 0. 
j ,n e j 
Also, for su f f i c i en t ly large n, w will s a t i s f i e s (8) and (9).This 
r '' ...... , . , . , . ' .、 .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
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contradicts to lemma(1.2.4) by Baire's category theorem, and hence 
completes the proof. [j 
Greiner ,Kohn and Stein [G,K&S] give a necessary and suff ic ient 
condition for the local solvabil i ty of the equation Lu = f in terms of 
the Cauchy-Szego operator. 
3 ‘ 
First one ident if ies R with the boundary of the domain 
2 











 ) ) € 925. 
2 3 
Then each f € L (IR ) gives r ise to a holomorphic function C(f) on 25 
by C(f ) ( Z i , z 2 ) = SQTI , S(z,C)f(C) d<r3 , 
where S(z,C) = S i z ^ z ^ ^ ^ 1/tt
2
 [U^-、 ) - S ^ z j ' 2 is the 
Cauchy-Szego kernel and dcr is the measure on 52) arising from the 
3 . . . 一 
Lesbegue measure on R . One recalls the main properties of the 
Cauchy-Szego operators as follows: 
C(f)=0 if f is orthogonal to the boundary values of holomorphic 
functions in 2). 
C(f)=f if f is the res t r ic t ion of a holomorphic function on 2). 






For each P € IR
3
 ( identified with 92) ) , C(f) extends hoiomorphically 
across P i f f C (f) is real analytic near P, 
b 
(1.2.6) Theorem (Greiner-Kohn-Stein). 
3 
Lu = f has a solution in a nbd of P € IR 
i f f the Cauchy-Szego integral C (f) is real analytic in a nbd of P. 
b 
1 3 
：： • ‘ . . . . . . X . ’ ; ： . ... • ’ . . _ . . ' , . . . 4 ‘、：',..:: ，.： . , * : 
Proof. 
(Necessity) It suffices to show that C(f) extends holomorphically 
across P. 
If f = 0 in a nbd of P , C(f) extends holomorphically across P 
because of the analytici ty of the Cauchy-Szego kernel S(z,^). For 
Lu=f near P , Choose a bump function p at P, Then f-L(pu) = 0 in a 
nbd of P. Hence C(f-L(pu)) extends holomorphically across P. It 
remains to show that C(f-L(pu) )= C(f) . Now , if L is identified as 
Q Q 
a complex vector tangent to 625, then L 实 ^=- — 2iz^ =^=- . It follows 
,. 1 2 
that L(pu) is orthogonal to the boundary values of holomorphic 
functions in 25. Hence C(L(p^u) ) = 0 • 
(sufficiency) One uses the following result of Foiland- and Stein [F&S]: 
There is an operator K such that 
„ ( o ) v v 鬥 ( o ) T r 
• K = K • = I-C , 
b b b 
(0 ) — 
where • = L L is the boundary Laplacian on functions, 
b 
— (o) — 
If C (f) is real analytic, then • u = C (f) is solvable by 
b b i b 
Cauchy-Kowalevski. Using K, we have 
(n\ — — • 一 ： 
•
 J
Kf = f - C (f) . 
b b 
( n ) 一 — — — 一 
Hence, •、，(Kf + u ) = f or I： L(Kf + u ) = f . 
b 1 1.. 
Then u = L(Kf +u ) solves Lu^f. 
l 
Note that the computation is valid for distribution f with compact 
support. One then uses, the regularity results in Folland and 
Stein [F&S]. 
The nonsolvabi1ity phenomenon is re-examined by Nirenberg in [Nil]. 
飞 . ， . . ‘ . . 1 ..——•• • • ‘ • 
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Let 
n ^ I n 
(11) L = S a
j
(x) ^~~ ,x=(x , . . . , x
n
) 
j =0 ox 
j 
be a linear f i r s t order operator with complex coeff icients a (x) 
acting on complex-valued functions of x in an open set . We can 
write (11) as 
L = L + iL 
1 2 
where L are operators with real coefficients. 
By Frobenius theorem, if the commutator [L , L23 = L^L^-L^L^ is a 
linear combination of and L^  in Q, then the equation Lw = f is 
solvable. For the Lewy operator, 
1 a d T 1 a a ^ rT T V
 d 
L - —=r V — , L = 7T + x tt— and LL , L J = ^ - . 
1 2 dx  y du ' 2 2 dy du l 2 du 
The vectors are linearly independent. 
We present the following theorem of Nirenberg , which we shall use 
in § 1. 4 . 
(1.2.7) Theorem. 
Q Q Q 
There exists an operator of the form L= a ^ + b^： + c瓦 
3 
in a nbd of the origin in IR such that 




2 ^ d [ W
 l i n e a r l
y 
independent in a nbd of the origin. 
(b) If w is a C°° solution of Lw=0 in a nbd of the origin, then a l l 
the derivatives of w vanish at the origin. 
Proof. 
i 0 n n 




 (n,J,k = 
j,k 
1 ,2 ,3 . . . ) be sequences of closed discs with centres on the positive 
1 5 
X , . . ' . ' •  . ...:. • • ‘ •' • • , 
.•:. . . . . . . . . . . ., .. . • • ‘ . . ： . ’’ • 
/ > “ : ; 。 . ‘ .•、 1^.： ；；"' ' ；; ：‘!：；：'/：1, ‘；.^ ., ： ；‘ ； "；V “ ^ ‘ “‘ ： .:,:「,:. 4 ''' , ‘，. ？ ； . 〜 I '>； . : '•: .—、 . . 
r -axis , no two of which overlap, and s . t . for any (k, n ) : 
( i ) 1/n < r < l / ( n - l ) for a l l ( r , t ) e B ? ’， D1" u , j = 1,2,3. . . • 
j , k j,k 
( i i ) The r-coordinates of the centres of B
n
 , i f , decrease to 1/n 
j , k j»k 
as j——> oo . 
Let 4> , \ji be C°° functions in ( r , t ) s . t . 
d> > 0 inside U B
n
 , 5 = 0 elsewhere, 
, n , k , j k , j ^ 
0 > 0 inside U D
n
 , 5 = 0 elsewhere, and 
0 ,》van i sh to in f in i t e order at r = 0, r = 1/n for a l l n. 
For k = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . , le t 
f ' 
2 
6 = 5 / e k on U Bn , zero outside U Bn , 
k n , j k , j n , j k , j 
2 
ih =s th / e
k
 on U D
n




 n,j - k,j n,j k,j 
Note that for any (k,《），(f> cannot be positive at the same 
point. Define 
co 0 (r, t ) 
泠 ( x , y , t ) = J - — — - , (x,y, t ) near the origin, 
k=l z 
oo 汐 ( r , t ) 
i/Kx,y, t ) = J] ,(x’y, t ) near the origin, 
k = l z 
we see that both • , \fj are C°° in a nbd of the origin. In fac t , for 
any (Xq,yQ,TQ) corresponding to ( r Q , t Q ) near (0,0): 
(1) If 1/n < r < l / ( n - l ) for some n , then there exis ts a fixed k 
o 
V 、 ， 、 
such that <j> = — locally near the given point (rQ , t Q ) . Thus, <f> 
z 
oo 
i s C at t h i s point. 
(2) If r = 1/n for some n , then for a l l r close to r = 1/n, 
o o 
<f> 
<f> = for some k=k(r) depending on r . 
k ( r ) *' * 
Z 
16 
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In th i s case, 
〜 k 
lim \<f>\ = lim 1 ， ’ U 1 = lim | 0 ( r , t ) | = 0, 
r - > l / n ' T
1




 r - > l / n k
1
 r ' 
e z e 
2 〜 
since is bounded for a l l k and | 0 ( r , t ) | —> 0 as r —> 1/n. 
e 
Thus, lim 0 = 0 . Similarly, lim = 0 for a l l a. Therefore, <f> 
r ^ l / n • ^ r - > l / n ' 
is C°° at r =l/n. 
° x 2 y 




 for x>0 is minimal at 
o 
x = -(1/2) In r , 
I沴 I ~ r-^0 k ~ r ^ In) 2 , lnr r ^ -士 1 n r 
e r e
 z r  z r ^ 
which is zero by choosing a suitable Thus, l m 0 = 0 • 
Similarly, lim ~ 0 for a l l a. 
‘(1),(2) and (3) shows that 中 i s C • Similar argument holds for \j). 
We now set 
(14) L = — + iz ^ + ^ + 咪 . 
d . d 丄 d . ' d - d . 
=
a f




 + ( z





At the origin, L^ (1/2,0,0), (0,1/2,0) and the coeff icient 
of a /a t of [L ,L ] i s 1+0
2
(O,O，O) - 1. Hence L ,L and [L ,L 3 are 
1 2
 r
 1 2 1 2 
l inearly independent at the origin. This proves (a). 
Now we show (b). Let we C°° be a solution of Lw=0 in an open 
ball B about the origin. In terms of coordinates ( r , 0 , t ) , Lw=0 becomes 
r 1 6w i aw . • dw 丄 dw . aw _ 
( 1 5 )
 2 a F
+
 2 ? a e






 = 0 
We can write w as a Fourier series in 0, 
. ‘ , ' ' ^ • ..... :. , . .,‘’•...，’ 、 . - . . . 
1 7 
.. ‘ . : . . : . . . 、’. .... . . . . . . .：： ——.._.. . . . ' , . ‘ , ‘ . . . 
00 
. _ ,. 1 、 ij0 
w = 2 w .(r, t) e . 
- c o J 
i i0 ^ 
Put this into (151, and comparing the Fourier coefficient of e of 
both sides, we get 
U6) For J € Z , 2 ^ - 2F w + It ^ ^ r ^ ~(r’t) r 
( . . k = l 
o o 




(j+k+l)w = 0. 
K J + K + 1 
k=l 
Let 
w- (r, t) 
(17) v '= ^ ― ~ 
r
j 
then v is C°° in (r, t ) for r >0. By (16), j ; 
dv dv oo dv oo 
—
( 1 8 ) + ^ K - a r 1 ^ V J + k + 1 ) v j + k + 1 二0 f o r 
By (17) , V j ( 0 , t ) ； 0 f o r j <0. Set p = r 2 . By (18) , 
co dv co 




 , by (19), v t is a 
k k k,j k,j j 
holomorphic function of p+it in Q for p > 0. For j<0, v =0 at 
p=0. Therefore, v , 0 in Q for j <0. We have: 





° j k, j k,j 
Multiply (18) by r for j= -1, we get 
00 dv oo 
( 2 0 )
 H
 i r




 2 \ - a F ^ Z ^ vk = 0. 
1 i 
We shall f i r s t prove that for k^l, v^  and all the f i r s t derivatives of 
V vanish at a l l (1/n , 0). Suppose not: then 
k-l 
a/at v ( l /n , 0) * 0 for some n and k^l. 
k - l 
18 
r
 » . . . . 
•.: , . .., V . . . . ‘ ‘ . . . ： . . . : ... . . . . . . .. 





a t \ - r
d r d t
 = - I J J n
 (
§ F




d r d t
 = 
B 5 
But for large j , 
arg(r0 k ^ v k - 1 ) ( r , t ) - a r g ^ v ^ ^ r . t ) « arg ^ v^^ l /11 ,0 ) 
for ( r , t ) € B
n 
、 , j . 
» Q 
Therefore, A rd> v drdt 实0 , since ei ther the real part or the 
JJg . k at k-l 
3 n 
imaginary part of r 〜 沉 丄 does not change sign on B^ , . Thus a 
contradiction results.Hence 
(a/a t ) v ( l /n ,0) = 0 - , for a l l n,k ^ 1. 
k-l 
From (18), put j = 0’1,2,..., we get . 
( d / d r ) v ( l /n ,0) = 0 , for a l l n’k s 1. 
k-l 
Similar argument ( integrate (20) over D .) shows 
叱’ j 
v ( l /n ,0) - 0 , for a l l n,k t 1. 
k 
Thus, for ksl , v (0,0) = 0 and { d l / d r Z ) v (0,0) = 0 for a l l ^ 1 . 
k k-l 
For jtO , repeated d i f fe ren t ia t ions of (18) get a l l derivatives of v ^ 
vanished at (0,0), for a l l k^l , 
Since for r > 0, we have 
for j之1, w (0,0) = 0 and a l l the derivatives of w vanish at (0,0). j J-1 
Apply 1’hospital rule, we have 
for J<0, Wj(0,0) = 0 and a l l the derivatives of w^  vanish at (0,0). 
Therefore, w(x, y, t ) = w ( r , t ) and a l l the derivatives of w vanish at 
0 
the origin. • 
§ 1.3 CR manifolds. 
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In th i s section, we shall give the basic def in i t ions and 
properties about CR manifolds. For M be a real or complex manifold, we 
denote by TM the real tangent bundle of M and by CTM the complexified 
tangent bundle of M. 
(1.3.1) Definition. 
(M,V) is a CR manifold if dim^M = 2n+l, V is a subbundle of CTM 
with 
dimcV = n , VnV = {0> and [V,V]SV . 
In terms of real tangent vectors , we have the following 
equivalent description, 
^ (1,3.2) Definition. . 
(M,H,J) is a CR manifold if dim M- = 2n+l , H is a subbundle of TM 
； with 
dim_H = 2n , J:H —> H , J
2
= 一 id and 
IK 
V X, Y € H, [JX, Y] + [X, JY3 € H, J{ [ JX, Y] + [X, JY]} = [ JX, JY]-[X, Y] • 
It i s useful to note that LeV i f f L = X+iJX for some XeH. Also, 
for n=l, the in tegrabi l i ty condition [V,V] S V is automatically 
sa t i s f i ed . 
Any real hypersurface in C is a CR manifold. Later, we shal l 
discuss whether a given CR manifold of real dimension 2n+l can be 
regarded as a hypersurface in C
n+1
. 





. . . . . . . . . • , ' . 、 . ’ - . . . . 1 ' • . 1 • ‘' . 
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Since dim^V = 1； a basis of V is given by any non-zero complex 
vector f i e l d L on M. 
Let M = { (z,w) : r(z, w, z, w)=0 > ’ where r is a C°° , real-valued 
function with drO. Then V is spanned by 
To express L int r ins ical ly , let M={(x+iy,u+iv) : v = 0(x,y,u)> . 
Let f (z,z,u) be a function on M . Since L is tangent to M, we can 
extend f arbitrarily.Now we extend f to be independent of v, then 
f - = 1/2 f . Using r = 一 <^(z,z,u) , we get 
w u 
⑵ L ( ( 1 ] - i 、 I . 
Note that th i s is the operator (3) in §1.1. Similarly, in higher 
dimension, a basis of V is given by 
(3) L. = (1 + i0 ) - l<t>- , J.=l'’2’...，n. 
3 U
 j J 
We now turn to the attention of H. We shall assume [H，H] ^ H. Pick 
{L , . . . L > a basis of V, near some point XeM, and choose some real 
1 n 
vector U transveral to H ( i . e , , IfeTM, _ )• The choice of U is 
possible since dim H < dim TM , Then 
1 n 1 n 
will be a basis of CTM near x. Observe that CL ,L ] € CTM for a l l j , k , 
J * 
we have [L , L-] = ig -U mod L , . . , L ,L , . . . , L 
j k j k 1 n l n 
for some function g - near x. The hermit ian matrix g = (g - ) i s 
jk J
k 
called the levi form. We riow seek the transformation rule of g. 
Let {L , . . . , L > be another basis of V, and U be another real 
1 n 
vector transveral to H. Then, since both {L^,.；.,L }, {L , . . . , L > 
1 n 1 n 
are basis of V， we have 
21 
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L . = S A L for some- complex invertible matrix A=(A..). 
•j • k , j k k ' . J
R 
Also, U is a real vector, therefore 
0 = bU + S (a L I a L ) for some beR , a e€ • 
.:./.:.:.”.」.、j j : . : ; . 」 . . 、 . J i 
Since U在H , we have Therefore, 
0 = bU mod L ,L (b关0, beIR). 
; Thus i5 k ] 0 = E A ^ F ； i g ^ U • 
We get 
(4) i k ] = b "
1
^ A^ A ^ , or i = b^AgA^ . 
* c, nL 
(1.3.4) Definition. 
Let M be a CR manifold with real dimension 2n+l, and let g(x) be 
* ‘ ‘ * 
the levi form at xeM. 
(a) M is said to be nondegenerate at x if g(x) is nonsingular. 
(b) M is said to be s t r i c t l y pseudoconvex at x if g(x) is ei ther 
positive definite or negative definite. 
Remark. On M
3
, the concept of nondegenerate and s t r i c t l y pseudoconvex 
coincide. 
(1.3.5) Definition. 
Let f be a complex-valued function defined on a nbd of p on a CR 
manifold (M, V). Then f is called a CR function on (M, V,p) if there 
exists a nbd U of p s . t . Lf=0 for a l l sections L:U ~ > V. 
p P 
(1.3.6) Lemma. 





 be a hypersurface, peM , U a nbd op p in C and 
U =Un M. If F:U~> C is holomorphic, then f:U > C defined by the 
p p 
r e s t r i c t i on of F to U is a CR function on (M,p). 
p 
Proof. Since the induced structure of M is given by 
v = < > n c
™ ‘ 
1 n+l 
we see that LF=0 for a l l LeV. Since L is tangent to M, Lf=0 . _ 
Note that not every CR function on a hypersurf ace i s the 
r e s t r i c t i on of some holomorphic function, but we have the following 
resu l t : 
(1.3.7) Theorem. ‘ 
If M is real analytic hypersurface in C
n+
 , f i s a real 
analytic,complex-valued CR function on (M,p), then f is the r e s t r i c t i on 
to M of some holomorphic function F in a nbd of p. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we take p=0 and 
M = {(z , . . ,，z ,u+iv) i v=^(z,z,u) } , z=(z , . . . , z )’ 
I n i n . 
with <f> real analytic, real-valued and d^(0) = 0. 
Q 姆 Q 





i s a basis of V • Using the implicit function theorem, we can define a 
complex-valued function ^=<(z,z,z + i ) by 
(5) C + i = z • 
n+ l 
Define F(z,z,z ) = f ( z ’ z , z , z ， ） ） ， 
n+ l n+ l 
then for any real u near to 0, 
F(z,z,u+i0(z,z,u)) = f (z ,z ,u) . 
) . ' ' ' — — • 、 
2 3 
: .. . . . . . . • ' . . . . . ' / . . . . . . . . , . . . ’ 
.• • • . • ' , , . . . ' . . . : ‘ • 
i . e . , f is the res t r ic t ion of F to M. 
To complete the proof, we should show F is holomorphic near 0. 
ATT 
Since F is independent of Zn+1 , = 0 . Next, for j 彡 n, by (5), 
_ -、 n+l 
- i < f > - (Z’Z, ¢) 
= _ _ _ — 4 - 一 … , a n d hence 
dr i + i ^ ( z , z , o 
j Q 
i<f>-
dF 一 df df ac _ df z j af 
or" = W + W ~ W ~ l + i ^ T 
j j j J s 
evaluated at (z,z,C) with C given by (5). Since f is a CR function, 




But <f>tF are real analytic. Thus we can replace u by C. This implies 
？L- = 0 for l^j^n. Hence F is holomorphic. | ‘ 
o z 秘 
j 
§ 1.4 Imbedding of CR manifolds, 
(1.4.1) Definition. 
(a) A map F:(M,p) ~ > (M,q) is called a CR map w.r . t . the CR 
structures (M ,V ,p) ,(M’V,q) if there exists a nbd U such 
1 1 2 2 P 
that F^ V^ Q V2 on U , 
(b) If there exists a CR diffeomorphism between (M^p) and (M 2 > q) , 
then they are said to be equivalent, 
(c) A CR structure (M,V,p) is said to be realizable if there exists 
some hypersurface such that (M,p) is equivalent to (M^q) for 
some q. 
(1.4.2) Proposition. 
A CR structure (M,V,p) is realizable if and only if there exist 
f , . . . , f on a nbd of p on M such that 
1 n+l 
24 
(1) Lf = 0 for a l l L e V , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , n+1, and 
k 
(2) df Adf A" . Adf 萁 0. 
1 2 n+1 
Proof. 
(=») Let ( M , p ) be equivalent to M={ ( z^ . . • ,z n ,u+iv) i v=</>(z, z, u) > 
near the origin. Then f =z ( k = l , 2 , . " , n ) and f = u + i沴（z,z’u) 
k k n+1 
s a t i s f y (1) and (2). 
(«=) Let f , . . . , f be functions sa t is fying (1) and (2). Then 
1 n+1 
F = (f , . . . , f ) 
, 1 n+1 




) .Thus, F柰V S T。，1(F(M)). 
奈 • • 常 
I t remains to show that F:(M) is smooth. We recal l that F(M) i s 
smooth in €
n+1
 i f f df Adf A . . .Adf Adf Adf ^0 a f t e r a sui table 
1 1 n n n+1 
renumbering of f , . . , f .Now let {L:, “.，L > be a basis of V and 
1 n+1 . . 1 n 
{L , . . . ,L ,L , . . . ,L ,U> be a basis of CTM where U is a real vector 
1 n 1 n 
transversal to H. By (2), 
df 八...八 df (L , . . . , L ,U ) ^ 0. 
1 n+1 1 n 
By a sui table renumbering,we may le t 
(3) df A ...八 df (L , . . . , L )类 0. 
1 n 1 n 
Now if df 八 df 八…八 df 八 df 八 df = 0 at some point, then 
1 1 n . n n+1 
n n • 
(4) df = E a df + E j3 df for some a.,j3 € C. 
n+1
 u
 j j k k J k 
j = l k= l . 
n 
Thus, V 13 df (L ) = 0 . 
l k k j 
k = l 
By (3), we have det(df (L )) * 0. Thus j3 =0 for a l l k. Then (4) 
k j kj k 
contradicts (2). • 
Now we ask the following question: 
1 • . . . ...‘•' " • 
2 5 
,: :‘ ‘ . . . . . ‘ 、 ’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' / . . . • . . • '“‘ • . . . . . . . . •‘.丨： . . . . ‘ . . . ： . 
.< •. . . ‘  ： . . . . '. 
Given n l inear ly independent f i r s t order par t ia l d i f fe ren t i a l operators 
L , . . . , L on a nbd U of R sat isfying 
1 n 
(5) [L^Lj] is a l inear combination of 1^, . . .1^ for a l l i , j . 
(6) there exis ts a real vector f i e ld T on U such that 
L , . . . , L ,L , . . : , [ ,T span a l l vector f i e lds on U, 
1 n 1 n 
n+1" 
can we imbed U in C such that ( U ,<L ,…，L > ) i s equivalent 
1 n 
to some hypersurface in C
n+1 ？ 
Proposit ion(1.4,2) gives an insight to th i s problem. By th i s 
proposition , we see that the problem is equivalent to : 
Can we f ind n+1 solutions of the over-determined system 
L f - 0 , J=l,2,…，n j 
with l inear ly independent gradients ？ 
We i l l u s t r a t e an example of nonrealizab1e riondegenerate s t ructure . 
For n=l , le t L be the operator (2.14) . That i s / 








+ ^ u d ^ - z d f ] 
3 
defined in a nbd U of the origin in IR » 
Then L ,L , T=d/dt span a l l vector f i e lds in U. 
Observe that <j>y ifj vanish to in f in i t e order at the origin, we have 
[L,L] = (l-izzi/»)(0+z^- - (l+izzi/f) (i+z0 +0)^- ‘ = -2i 斤 . 
z a t z OZ ' z=t=0 OZ 
3 — d 
Also, at z=t=0, L = ^= , L = ―^ ’ 
thus, the structure is nondegenerate. 
By theorem (1.2.7), we cannot find a solution f of Lf=0 with 
grad f 萁 0. Thus, the structure is nonrealizable. 
We can also use the nonsolvability of the Lewy operator to give an 
26 
example of a nonrealizable degenerate structure for n=2. By theorem 
(1.2.5), le t F(z,z,u) € C°°(IR
3
) be such that Lw = F has no solution in 
any open nbd of IR
3
. Let U be an O-nbd of (R
S
 with coordinates (z,u,《） 
[z,< € C , u € IR ] and in U, let 
L = L - F(z,z’u) C I17 , where L is the Lewy operator 
1 dQ 
L = : • 
2
 ac 
Then L，L define a CR structure on U with signature (1,0). This 
1 2 
s t ructure i s nonrealizable. To see this , let f be sa t i s fy ing L^f = 
L f = 0. Then ,by defini t ion, 
2 
L f = 0 =» f - (0h = 
1 Z 
L f = 0 f-=:(0) = 0. . -
‘
 2
 ^ ' 
We claim that f《(0) = 0 . Assume f《(0)其 0 . Set 
g(z,z,u) = log f ( z , z’u,0 ,0 ) , 
then g i s smooth near the origin. Now, a t 《 = 0 , 
L f = Lf - FCfV =0 
L f 《 - F f 《 - F ^ f ^ = 0 
Lf^ 一 Ff《=0 
=> Lg - F = 0 
which contradicts to the fact that: Lw=F has no solution. Thus f^(0)=0. 
Hence df=— dz + — du , and one can never f ind three independent 
dz ou 





Having examined the above 2 examples, we must mention the deep 
resu l t of Kuranishi [Ku2], 
) • . ' . . ‘ • 
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(1.4.3) Theorem (Kuranishi 1982). 
Any strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of (real) dimension 2n+l ^ 
n+l 
9 can be locally imbedded in C . 
The case of dimension 7 is subsequently proved by Akahori [ A k ] : 
The case of dimension 5 is s t i l l open. 
We also mention the global embedding problem. The f i r s t positive 
resul t i s due to Boutet de Monvel [BdM] in 1974. 
(1.4.4) Theorem (Boutet de Monvel). 
Let M be SL compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of. dimension 
2n+l ^ 5. For any peM , there exist CR functions、，〜，…，fn+1 o n M 
which imbeds a neighborhood of .p. 
Using the closed range property of d on functions, J.J* Kohn 
[Koh] proves the following : 
(1.4.5) Theorem (Kohn 1986). 
Let M be a compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of 
_ N 
dimension 2n+l ^ 5 . There exists a CR imbedding of M into C for 
some N. 
The case of dimension 3 is studied by M.Christ. [Ch]： 
(1.4.6) Theorem (Christ 1989). 
Let M be a compact ' 3-dimensional CR manifold on which has 
closed range on L • Then any pseudoconvex point of f i n i t e type has a 
2 
neighborhood which CR imbeds in C , 
If M is pseudoconvex and of f in i t e type, then i t CR imbeds in 
28 
some C • 
Of course, one would ask for the minimal dimension in which a CR 
manifold imbeds. Using his result on Kohn-Rossi cohomology in [Ya ] , 
Stephen Yau finds obstructions to this problem. 
(1.4.7) Theorem (Stephen Yau). 
Let M be a compact strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of dimension 
n+l 





(M) = 0 for q ^ n-2. 
KR 
In a recent preprint , Yau also gives obstructions for a compact 
strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold of dimension 2n+l ^ 3 to be CR 
n+2 • 
.imbeddable in € 
) •. , • •- 丨 . • 
2 9 
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Chapter 2. Geometry of the real hyperquadric 
§ 2.1 The real hyperquadric. 
2 . 
The simplest (strongly pseudoconvex) real hypersurface in C is 
the unit sphere S
3
. However, i t turns out that the sphere is too 
symmetric. Under the biholomorphism ’ 
； (z,w) —> ( - p p , 皇 （ ~ ^ f " ) ) ’ t h e s P h e r e i s 
mapped onto the real hyperquadric 
(1) Q = { (z,w)€C
2
 : Im w = g | z |
2
 } . 
As we shall see , the real hyperquadric (Q ,rather than the sphere) is 
the model for the geometry of strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurfaces. 
We shall describe the geometry of Q and draw the analogy with 
Euclidean plane geometry. For simplicity, we consider dimension 3. The 
corresponding formulas for higher dimensions will be given at the end 
of the chapter. 
The geometry of Q is projective in nature. First , one imbeds Q in 
CP
2
 under the canonical map 
(z,w) I > [<0, W = [l,z,w] . 
In homogeneous coordinates, Q is given by the equation 
(2) C C + i(C C - C C ) = 0 or 
； o o i 1 r c o ' 
W 、 ） 0 1 0 〈 = 0 . 
- i 0 0 C 
V ^ 2 ^  
r o o i) 「 o o i" 
Then the group SU(2,1) = { A€SL(2,C) : A 0 1 0 A = 0 1 0 > 
- i 0 0 一 i 0 0 V J 、 乂 
acts on Q . In fact , Q becomes the homogeneous space SU(2,1)/H, 
where H is the isotropy group of the origin. 
3 0 
X . , .... ) • : ••’ ‘ . . . . . . . . 
It is not d i f f i cu l t to determine the isotropy group H expl ic i t ly . 
By examining the equation. 
' 0 0 il f 0 0 i 
(3) A* 0 1 0 A = 0 1 0 
- i o 0 - i 0 0 
V. J v. ' J y 
(4) det A = 1 and 
'
1
 1 「T , 
(5) A O = 0 , 
0 0 4 V. -/ ^ J 
we see that the general element h in H has the form 
f x f - 丄 ( p + i M 2 ) 
‘ ( ^ N
2
 2 . .• 
‘ “ « 





0 0 —— 
、 丨入I2 
-、 J 
where x,X € C\{0> , fi € C , p e (R and t
3 ； X2\ • 
We also see that H ‘ has real dimension 5 and SU(2,1) has real 
dimension 8-. 
Let us compare this si tuation with IR . The group M of motions 
2 
acts on IR . Each motion can be represented by an element 
^ cosQ -sine u 飞 
sin© cose V in GL(3,flR), 
“ 0 0 1 -‘ 
The isotropy group of the origin is given by u = 0 , v = 0 and can be 
2 
identif ied with S0(2) • IR is the homogeneous space M/S0(2). 
§ 1.2 Q~frames. 
31 
Just as the group M of motions can be viewed as the bundle of 
a l l orthonormal frames over R
2
 , there is a nice geometric 
interpretat ion of the group SU(2’1) as the bundle of Q-frames. 
Fi rs t let us introduce the notation : 
(1) F(z,w) = (w ,w ,w_) f 0 0 i ， 
u . 丄 ‘ • ^ 3 
0 1 0 z ’ for z’w € C . 
1 
- i 0 0 z 、  J 2  J 
Then , by a Q-frame, we mean an ordered t r i p l e of column vectors 
(A , A ,A ) in C
3
 such that 
o 1 2 
r F(Ab,A。） F(A2,AO) \ r 0 0 i ， 
(2) F(A ,A ) FU—AJ F(A o ,A) = 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 2 1 
-F (A Q > A 2 ) F(A I>A2) F(A2,A2) J L - i 0 o J 
(3) det (A ,A , A ) = 1. ( • 
' 0 1 2 , 
Associating the Q-frame (A , A , A ) to the matrix consisting of the 
0 1 2 
columns A ,A ,A ’ we see that the set of a l l Q-frames is just 
0 1 . 2 
SU(2,1). But now F(Ao,Ao) 二 0 and F(A2,A2) = 0 imply that the 
projective points [ A 〇 ] , [ A J € Q . Further ’ i t is easy to see that 
for [A] € Q , F(A，B) = 0 if and only if [B] l ies on the complex line 
which i s tangent to Q at [A] . Hence F(A ,A ) = 0 and F(A ,A ) = 0 
\J X “ A 
imply that [ 八 丄 ] i s the intersection of the complex tangent l ines to Q at 
[A ] and [A ] . 
0 2 
We may visualize the s i tuat ion as follows : 
3 
Picture C as 
^ J . 
o < 
: - . . . . " 〜 ； . ： 
- i . - i •‘ . , "“ • * . ‘. 
3 2 
I" ‘ ‘' - ‘ 2 
Represent the imbedding of Q in CP by 
(z, w) > W “ 2 ] = [l ,z,w] as 
A Q-frame is then visualized as 
The following observation is useful: 
(2.2.1) Proposition. 
Let p,q be dis t inct points of Q QCP
2
 and m be the intersect ion 
of the complex tangent lines to Q at p and q. Let A q 6 C with [A。]=p. 
Then there exist unique A , A €C
3
 such that [A ]=q ’ [A ]=m and 
1 2 ’ 2 1 
A=(A ,A ,A ) € SU(2,1). 
0 1 2 
§ 2.3 Maurer Cartan forms. 
-‘ \ ' • . •  • • . • • “ - ‘ . 
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r cos© > r -s ine ^ 
Consider orthonormal frame f = , f*2 =
 a t 
L sine 」 L cose  J 
a 
(u, v) e IR • We have 
du a) = cos© du + sin0 dv 
(1) = w f + w f , where
 1 
11 2 2 
v. d v -‘ u =-sin6 du + cos9 dv • 
2 
Also, 
⑵ ( d f i , d f 2 ) = ( 、 , 〜 ） r o - W i 2 ’ 
,where w = d0 . 
^ 12 、w 0 
12 
Now, for Q frame A = (A , A , A ) , we consider the following 
’ 0 1 2 
equation analogous to (2) . 
(3) (dA ,dA ,dA ) = (An, A , A )^ w . . 
0 1 2 0 1 2 , 
This leads us to the Maurer Cartan form 
(4) w = A
_1
dA on SU(2,1)、 
(2.3.1) Computation of Maurer Cartan form on SU(2,1). 
For A € SU(2,1) , 
“0 0 i ] f 0 0 i ' 
0 1 0 A* 0 1 O A = I by ( 1 . 3 ) . 
- i 0 0 - i 0 0 
V. J ^ 
Hence, 
• 0 0 i 1 f 0 0 i \ 
来 
(5) A = 0 1 0 : A 0 1 0 
- - i 0 0 J L - i 0 0 」 
Extending the notation of F(z,w) in (2.1), we write 
3 4 
. . . . . . . ‘ : . . . . 、 . . . . . • ‘ . . “ .'、 . ， ： ‘ / ‘ ’ . . . . . . . . . ‘ . 
.•‘ ••！> . 、. ,, ； .... ‘, • • . . . . . 、.，…..、....：• • ‘ - • ’ • “ ,, “ - . ‘ • ； - • -., . 、. ； . ^ . 、& ‘: . , . . . . . .， ,’’ ‘ 、, ... ...... 
^ 7 • . . . . . . " . 、 ’ . • . ‘ ' . ， . . . . “ . : 、 . , , . • - 、 . . . . . ： . : .. . - ‘“ ... v . : . , . . ， . . . • 二 . , ‘ • . . , " ； ； ； / ‘ ' ： ‘ 
“0 0 i ] [ r 0 0 i ] ‘ 
* 
(6) 0) = 0 1 0 A 0 1 0 dA 
- i 0 0 - i 0 0 .V- y im V. «/ J 
f 0 0 i 1 f F(dA ,A ) F(dA ’ A ) F(dA , A ) , 
0 0 1 0 2 0 
= 0 1 0 F(dA ,A ) F(dA ,A ) F(dA o ,Aj 
0 1 1 1 2 1 
- i 0 0 F(dA ,A ) F(dA ,A ) F(dA o ,Aj 
L J 、 0 2 1 2 2 2  J 
f iF(dA ,A ) iF(dA , k ) iF(dAo,A ) ^ 
0 2 1 2 2 2 
. = F(dA ,A ) F(dA ’ A ) F(dAo, A J . 
0 1 1 1 2 1 
-iF(dA , A ) -iF(dA ,A ) - iF(dA o ,Aj 
v. 0 0 1 0 2 0  J 
By (2.2), we have the re la t ions 
(7) F(dAj;Ak) + F(Aj,dAk) = 0 . 
Using these re la t ions in (6), we may put o) In the following form r 
“ V . 、 
-(w +2to ) iw -o) 
3 2 2 3 4 
“ 1 - 、 ， 
- ( 8 ) CJ = U) - w ) -0) 
1 O 2 .2 3 
- - 、 
u iw r C2w + o)) 
0 1 3 2 2 ) 
where o> , u> are real and {w ’ Rew ’ Xmw , Rew ,^ Imw , Rew , Imw , oj > 
0 4- . .0.. 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 
form a basis on SU(2,1). 
.,2 
(2.3,2) Comparison with [R . 
The Maurer Cartan form on the group of motions, is 
* cos0 -sine u "I f cosQ -sin0 u , 
(9) o) = sin0 cos© v d sin© cosQ v 
0 0 1 0 0 1 V. J V J 
0 -a) 0)" 
12 1 
= 0) 0 w 
12 2 
^ 0 0 0 - • 
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• / ' • • ： ： . ： . . ’ ' ： • ： . ' , , . • . . ’ 、 . ， . . • : . • _ - , , •‘•• . . ； - , • ： 广 . . : ’ • ‘ ， _ . , ‘ • . v . . . . - ； . . . . . . , . , ‘ . . . . . , . . • . . . . - • 
丫 cos9 -sin0 : u.) 广 cos0 -sin0 j u ^ r 0 ： u)^  , 
Now d sine cos© ： v = sin© cos0 ! v w。 0 | o>2 . 
^ 0 0 1 」 L 0 0 1 J L 0 0 0 \ 
|.
：
 . . . . . . ‘•. ‘ , . ‘ ： 
- 如 “ 
Separates nicely into formulas (1) and (2) for , , df^, d f g . 
» J 
This feature is lacking on Q • On the other hand, there i s some sort 
of "grading" in w : 
‘ (\ - . - '、\ . ) 1 .. 
-(w +2w )、、iu) 、、、、-o>A 
3 2 2 、 \3 、、、4 
.. 、、 , ' 、〜 






\ 、 、 、， 
、、 、 
. 、 、 A • 
0) \、、 1U) \ - 、 -0-(2w + w ) 
, 0 、、、 1 \ 3 2 2 
\ \、 、、-. J 
§ 2 . 4 Strjictural equations and Chains. , * 
The s t ructural equation dw = -w 八 w on the group of motions is 
r 0 -dw dw > r 0 - 0 》 
12 1 12 2 
(1) dw 0 dw = 0 0 八 t 
12 2 1 12 
0 0 0 J L 0 0 0 J 
Thus we get 
dw = a) A a) 
1 12 2 
( 2 ) dwo = o> 八 w , 
2 1 12 
do> = 0 
12 
which is used to describe that R
2
 as a f l a t Riemannism manifold. 
On SU(2,1) , we similar ly write down the s t ructural equation 
dw = ， o ) 八 w . The resul t i s : 
dw = iw 八 二 - w 八（o) + 二 ） 
0 1 1 0 2 2 
dw = 一 Ci> 八 ⑴ — ( j A (j 
1 1 2 4 o 3 
(3) dw = 2io> 八 w + io)八 w - w 八 w 
2 1 3 1 3 0 4 
. ' • 36 
do) = -u)八 o) - 0)八 u) 
3 1 4 2 3 
do> = io)八 二 + w A (w + c j ) -, 
4 3 3 4 2 2 
As we shall see later ’ this will be the structural equation for a f l a t 
strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold. 
There is a simple set of curves on Q which are invariant under 
biholomorphisms. These curves are called chains. They can be 
generalized on a general strongly pseudoconvex real hypersurface • 
However, their generalization is very complicated and is far from being 
understood. 
Let A = (A ’ A , A ) be a Q frame. The complex line in 
~ 0 1 2 
CP
2
 containing [Aq] and [Aj intersects Q (二CP ) along a real curve. 
This curve is called the chain passing through [A〇] and [k^] . Note 
that i t is nothing but a circle in the complex line. 
We observe that at any point on the chain, the 
' ： - 0 0 2 2 
complex tangent line to Q at P passes through [A ] . This follows from 
丄 
the fact that FU A + X A , A ) = 0 , We conclude that the chain is 
0 0 2 2 1 
transveral to the complex tangent line to Q at each of i t s points. 
The above observation also provides a description of the chain in 







2 ) = ( V V V f* * ^ 3 * 
* * * 
来 io 来 
L 1
 J 
If we f ix A and let [A ] trace out the chain , then the above 
o 2 
observation says that [八丄 ] r ema ins fixed. Hence dA^^ has component only 
along Ai . We thus arrive at the equations 
(4) cj = 0 , a) = 0 
1 3 
for the chain. By the structural equations 
3 7 
dco = - u ^ o) - Ci> 八 w 
1 1 2 0 3 
dw = - • w • 八 w _ w •八 w ‘.. ’. 
3 1 4 2 3 
we check that {w > is a closed d i f f e ren t i a l ideal. By Frobenius 
1 3 
theorem, the equations (4) define 4-dimensional integral submanifolds. 
in the 8-dimensional SU(2’1) • These integral submanifolds project down 
onto the chains. 
We end th i s account of the geometry of real hyperquadrics by 
giving the formulas in higher dimensions. We shall follow as closely as 
possible the notations in Chern-Moser. Their notations d i f f e r s l i gh t l y 
from Cartan,s notations which we have been using above. 
The hyperquadric Q In C
n+1
 i s defined by 
n : a R ‘ 
Q = { (z , . . . , z
n
, w) Im w =
5
 h^- z z > , 
where h - are constajits and det (h - ) 本 0 . 
ocp 
In homogeneous coordinates, Q is given by the equation 
d + 2 、 - c c ) = 0 • 
Suppose (h - ) has p posit ive and q negative eigenvalues (p+q - n) • 
ap 
Then SU(p+l, q+1) acts on Q. The general element h in the isotropy 
group H of the origin has the form 、 
. r 
t - 2 i t t
 P
T°"h - -t(R + ih -T^
0
*) 
a per per 
h = 0 t ^ , 
a 
, - - l 




 h - tf = h 3 t (det t t 一 1 = 1 and r e R . 
a par |3 <x^t a 
3 8 
• . . • . • . . . . • . . . , ' , . ' ..... . - . . 
.:/. ,'.;•〉1 :..,. !•；: -.••(•。.":.:,、 • y .• : : ' 1 • , . ；' : . . . •“ •  •“ '•. ,； .. 、 . 、‘ ’ . ... ’ ... •： 、’ ‘ ；“' - . . - ‘ • .. 
‘； For z = , w = (7)° , . . . ,7) n + 1)V let 
\ ' ^ , i { ^ n + 1 - 0 O - n + l 、 
F(z, w) 二 h—C T^ + C T) - C 7] ) . 
• -pn+2 
A Q-frame means an ordered (n+2)-tuple of vectors A , . . . , A in C 
u n + x 
such that 
r \ f \ 
F(A ,A ) . . . . • F(A 0 0 i /2 
0 0 n + l 0 
‘ = 0 h s 0 
F(A* ,A ) F(A .A ) - i / 2 0 0 
0 n + l n + l n + l > 
V ) \ 乂 
and det (A , . , • , A ‘ ） = 1 • 
o n + l 
‘ -1 
The Maurer-Cartan forms are given by u = A dA ， o r 
r o o 、 
U 0) 
0 n+l 
(dA , … ’ dA ) = ( , … ， A , ) 
0 n + l 0 n + l 、 .、 
’ .n+l n+l 
^ (0 .... U) J 
0 n+l 
The Structural equation is dw 愁 一 ⑴ 八 w . The chains are given by 
cj
 0
 = 0 and u
 n + 1
 = 0 for 1 ^ a ^ n . 
a a 
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Chapter 3, Moser normal form 
As we have seen in chapter 1 , two hypersurfaces are in general 
not biholomorphic • So i t is natural to find invariants that 
distinguish the biholomorphism classes of hypersurfaces. Moser,s 
normal form provides a solution towards th i s problem. This method is to 
analyse the Taylor series expansion of the defining function 
v=F(z,z,u) of a hypersurface , One t r i e s to find biholomorphism which 
takes v=F(z,z,u) to v来=F*(z来’ z来,u来)so that F来 has "nice" enough 
Taylor ser ies expansion. Intui t ively speaking, the coeff icients of the 
resul t ing Taylor ser ies define biholomorphism invariants. It turns out 
that the problem, of determing whether two real hypersurfaces 
represented by nice Taylor series are biholomorphic is a f i n i t e 
dimensional problem. Towards th is goal, we f i r s t do everything formally 
and the problem of convergence is dealt in the geometric theory. 
§ 3 . 1 Formal theory of the normal form. 
We begin with : 
(3.1.1) Lemma. 
Let M = {(z , . . • ’z ,w) : r(z,’”.，z ,w, z ’...’z , w) « 0} ^ Cn+1 
1 n 1 n 1 n 
be a real hypersurface near the origin , where r is a real analytic 
function such that r(0)=0 , dr(0)实0 . We set z=(z , . . . ,z ) , w = 
1 n 
u+iv. Then there exists a linear coordinate change such that M can be 
written as v=F(z,z,u) near the origin for some real analytic F such 
that F(0)=0, dF(0)=0. 
Proof. Let 
40 
r 、 / i i V ^ 
1 z c ... c c z 
1 1 n 1 1 
: = : be a linear coordinate change. 
n n 一 * 
z c c c z 










In terms of the new coordinates, 
* 来 










One can find c’s such that 厂 、 广 \ 
, 、 （ ^ 、 r 
( c
1
 . . . c
n
 c r (0) 0 
1 1 1 z 







 c r (0) o 
n n n z 
n 
C C C r (0) i # 
V  1 n ) ) \ J 
* 来 
Then, writing z,w for z ,w again, . 
dr(0) = idw - idw =^  r (0) = i and r-(0) = - i . 
W w 
Thus r (0) = 0 and r (0) = -2 荦 O.By the implicit function theorem for 
' u v 
real analytic functions, there exists v=F(z,z,u) with F real analytic, 
F(0) - 0 such that 
r (z ,u + iF(z,z,u) , z,u 一 iF(z,z»u)).= 0. 
Taking d/dz^ at 0 , we get 
r + r iF + r- (-iF ) = 0 
z w z w z 
a a a 
经 i 2F + ( - i ) 2 F = 0 
z z 
a a 
F = 0. 
z 
a 
Taking d / d u at 0 , we get 
r (1 + iF ) + r - ( l - iF ) = 0 
w u w u 
^ i
2
F + ( - i )
2
F = 0 
u u 
• F = 0. I 
. . 、. . . ' . . . . . 
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For simplicity, we f i r s t consider in detail nondegenerate real 
hypersurfaces in C
2
 and then discuss the higher dimensional case. 
(3.1.2) Lemma. 
If M c c
2
 i s a nondegenerate real hypersurface at p , then there 
exists a complex affine map which takes p to the origin, and M to the 
form 








 + Bzu + Bzu +. . . with a^O, 
Proof. 
We f i r s t translate p to the origin. By lemma (3.1,1) , we write M 
as v=F(z,z,u) with, F(0)=0, dF(0)=0 « 







2 ：+ (Bz + Bz)u ‘+… 
For L = (1 + 10J , 
[L,L] = 2ia d / d u - iBL - iBL, and a is the levi form. 
Since M is nondegenerate, a萁0. 麗 
(3.1.3) Lemma. 
来 * 
The biholomorphism (z, w) J~> (z ,w ) defined by 
来 
z = z 
⑵ * *2 
w = aw + 2iAz 
takes the hypersurface (1) to 
来 来 2 来 来 * 
(3) v = |z J + abu + 2He(Bz u ) + •…• 
Proof. By (2) ， we have 
* 来 2 * * 2 一一来 2 
(4) v = Im w = Im(aw + 2iAz ) = av + Az + Az 
* 来 2 来 * 2 - 一 来 2 
Similarly, u = Rew = au + 2Re(iAz ) = au + iAz - iAz . 
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Thus, third-order terms in z’u are also third-order (or higher) terms 
来 来 
in z ,u . By (1) , we have 
* 2 * 2 — 来 2 来 * 2 — “ 2 
V = alz I + Az + Az + b(au + iAz - iAz ) 
米 来 来 2 — — — 一 来 * t 来 2 一来2 . 
+ Bz (au + iAz - iAz ) + Bz (au + iAz 一 iAz J + . . . 
来 2 来 2 一 来 2 2 来 2 来 * 一 一 来 来 
= a | z | + Az + Az +ba u + aBz u + aBz u + ’ with dots 
denoting third-order and higher terms. Comparing with ⑷ ， w e get 
来 * 2 来 2 来 来 











 is of weight i;=a+2b.. A polynomial of weight u is a linear 
combination of monomials each of weight v . 
A real hypersurface of the form (3) can be written as 
(5) v = 」 z | 2 + £ F y(z,z,u) , 
where is a polynomial of weight v 
Thus, For any hypersurface M , there exists a local biholomorphism 
中 s . t . M*=沴(M) is of the form (5) near 0. Such <p is not unique. 
For instance, any 0 in the isotropy group H of Q maps Q to i t s e l f , 
which is of the form ( 5 ) . 
(3.1.5) Proposition. 
A transformation takes some (or a l l ) hypersurface of the form 
v = | z |
2
 + J] F v(z,z,u) 
to another of the same form 
, . ' • • ‘ . . . 
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来 来 9 来 来 — 来 * 
v = |z I + E F (z ’z ,u ) 
and preserves the origin i f f the transformation is given formally by 
来 ( i ) 
z = Cz + Z % (z,w) 
(
6
) * (2) ,„,2 
w = pw + £ <f> (z,w) with p = |C| 
The set of a l l formal transformations (6) form a group under 






 , where g(u) i s a formal power ser ies , i s 
said to be of type (J,k) 
Any hypersurface of the form (5) can be written as 
(7) v = | z |
2
 + E F (u) z j z k . … 
j 
We shall now define the normal form of a hypersurface and give the 
main theorem of th i s section. 
(3.1.7) Definition. 
(a) The set of a l l admissible formal power ser ies i s 
萝 = { F(z’z,u) : F has no term of weight < 3 } 
(b) The set of a l l admissible formal hypersurfaces i s 
H = { v = | z |
2
 + F .: Fef > 
(c) The set of a l l formal normalizations is 




 : N is a formal power ser ies in u, 
u
 j k j k 
N = 0 V j=0,1 or k=0,1 or ( j ,k)= 
jk 。 
(2 ,2) , (2 ,3) , (3 ,2) , (3 ,3) > 
(d) The set of a l l formal normal forms is 
H - { V = | z | 2 + N : N € N > 
. … . 4 4 ； 
(e) The set of a l l admissible formal transformation functions is 
f , f , f t 
2) = { h=(f,g) ： z w ^ are a l l zero at the or igin > 
z W ZZ WW 
(f) The set of a l l admissible formal transformations is 
* 来 . 
^ = { z =z+f , w =w+g : (f ,g) € 2) > 
(3.1.8) Theorem. 
For any admissible formal hypersurfaces, there exis t s a unique 
admissible formal transformation which transforms the hypersurface into 
a formal normal form. 
Before proving th i s theorem , we f i r s t give an application of the 
uniqueness' of th i s theorem •, . 
(3.1.9) Corollary. 
来 来 
If、a formal transformation z =F(z, w), w = G(z，w) with 
F(0)=G(0)=0 ’ F (0)萁0 transforms v - | z | to a formal normal form, then 
Z 
t h i s transformation is in the、isotropy group H and the formal normal 
form is v—z 丨2. 
Proof. Set C = F (0) . By proposition (3*1.5), we have at the origin, 
z 
G = |C|
2，G = 0 and G = 0. Define a by F (0) = Ca and r by 
w 丨 丨 ， z zz w 
ReG (0) = -2 |C |
2
r , and le t 
WW . • 
2 
r 1 -2 ia r - i j a | > 




Let ^=(F,G) and ¢ = ^ 。 h " 1 • Then since h€H ’ both i/j, \ji map Q to the 
same normal form. A simple computation shows that \ji s a t i s f i e s the 
normalizations . By the uniqueness of the theorem, \jj i s the ident i ty 
. ： - . . . . . . . . . . . . : . ) • . ‘ • . • , . ' • - . • . • . 
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and each coeff icient N of the normal form is zero. Hence ifj = h € H 
• : jk 
and the normal form is v = |z | • | 
The proof of theorem (3.1.8) is broken up into two lemmas. We also 
need the following defini t ion. 
(3.1.10) Definition. 
We define an operator L : 2) •~^ by 
L(f,g) = Re { 2zf (z ,u+ i | z |
2
) + ig (z ,u+ i | z |
2
) > . 
A linear subspace N' of 牙 is called a complement to L(2)) i f 
1.孑=L(2)) © N' and 
2 二 ® N' where, N^ = f\ % ,， v = • 
‘ \ : . - f ) _ _ ^ 7 • 
L ^ A ^ 
If we take 牙〜 | 3 \ , ^ = <Fy> 
then L(2) ) Q • 
v v 
(3.1.11) Lemma. 
Let Y be a complement to L(2)) . Then for any hypersurface in H ’ 
there exis ts a unique 沴(z’w) = (z + f , w + g ) with (f’g)e2) which 
transforms the hypersurface to a formal hypersurface of the form 
v = | z |
2
 + N ， N e • 
. . . . ‘ . ' . . . : i. .. .... . ... • . _ . . . , . 、 . "“ ‘ . . • . 、 . . . . ， 
. ..46 :. 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . : . : . 、 . 1 , '. ... : : . : ‘ ... ‘ .,.、.’: - ’ • - ,’..:.:..,.•..... . . . . - ： ‘ ‘ • ‘ ‘ . . . . ‘ •.、,.； .... 
• . - ‘ ：:, ‘ ... •. .: •, . . ‘ . ... . . . . . . . • + . . . ' . . . . . . . ’ . . . 
Proof. 
Substitute z* = z + f ’w* = w + g into v = | z |
2
 + F(z,z,u) and 
compare with v* = | / |
2
 + ), we get the transformation 
rule 
(8) Re( 2zf + ig ) = F^  - F * |f |
2
 , where 
来 - ,, 
f , g are evaluated at (z, u+i ( |z 1
2
+ F)) and F at (z+f, z+f： u+Reg), 
Compare terms of weight 3 in both sides of (8), we get the equation 
来 -
Lh = F (z,z,u) - Fo(z’z,u) • 
3 3 
Since = L(2)y)©^ for a l l ” ^ 3, we see that for F , there 
exist unique L(f 2 > g 3 ) € U y and F* € ^； such that the equation i s 
s a t i s f i ed . Similarly, we can prove that if ^ ^ for u = 3’ • ..，K’ 
* , 
. t hen there exis ts (fK ,gK + 1) e 2)r+i such that (8) implies F r + i € N . 
The transformation z* - z + E 〜 , w * = w + 2 g^ in 萝 now maps 
来 * , 2 * ^来 A/Z M 
the hypersurface to v = |z | + F with F € ^ . I 
Theorem (3.1.8) is completed by showing that ^ is a complement to 
L ( 2 ) ) , 
(3.1.12) Lemma. 
( 1 ) f = L ( 2 ) ) © N . 
( 2 ) N = © IN r\ 牙 ） . 
X) 
Proof. 
(2) follows from defini t ion. To show (1) , i t suf f ices to show : 
(a) For any F € ^ , there exis ts an h € 2) s . t . TrLh = t tF , where 
nF = E F (u ) z j i k with S = {(j ,0), ( j , l ) , ( 0 , k ) , ( l ,k ) : 
( 巧 k ) € S J k u { (2 , 2 ) , ( 2 , 3 ) , ( 3 , 2 ) , ( 3 , 3 ) } . 
^ • i , -S ‘ . .、 
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(b) For any h € 2) , TcLh = 0 => Lh = 0. 
Now we prove (a) . TO solve for h in TiLh = t tF , we just equate 
00 







g(z,w) = 2 g Cw)z
k
 , we obtain 
k = 0 
g (u) = -2iF (u) for a l l k 2： 2 
kO 
2f (u) = 2F (u) + g' ^ (u) for a l l k 2： 3 
k kl k-l 
2f + ig = 2F… 
0 1 10 
(9) 2V + 21fo - ig; = 2iF 









32 - .. • 
< " . . « 
-2 Im g = 
00 
/ / 
-4 Im f y + Im gn = Foo 
1 0 22 
4 Re f - 2 Re g' - F” 
1 0 11 
“ i /// ” 
-2 He f x + 3 Re gQ = F^ 
One can solve the system (9) uniquely for f k , C k 2 : 0 ) with 
/ / 
the in i t i a l conditions that f Q (0) , f^ (0) , f x (0) ,g Q (0) , g^(0), Re gQ(0), 
g (0),g (0) are a l l zero. This proves (a) • Since the solution is 
1 2 
unique, we have (b) • This proves the lemma • 置 
§ 3.2 Geometric theory of the normal form. 
In this section, we shall use the following notations and 
terminology : 
2 i o — 
M denotes a nondegenerate real hypersurface in C . T denotes V, 
where V is the induced CR structure on M . 
•； •‘ -,‘ . . : , .•. • ： ‘ “ ‘ . • ••.,-. 产.广1 •., . 
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A curve y(t) in M is transversal to H if r ' ( t) i s never in 
H. All biholomorphisms are understood to be local-
(3.2.1) Proposition. 
Given a real analytic curve r ( t ) .in M with r(0) = p and r i s 
transversal to H , there are biholomorphisms taking M to the form 
v = F ( u ) | z l
2






 ^ k j 
k,片2 
and r ( t ) to ( 0 , t ) . 
Proof. By lemma (3.2.1) we can take p=0 and H q to be the xy-plane. 
Write r ( t ) = ( a ( t ) , b ( t ) ) ； where a, b are real analytic with 
来 来 
a(0)=b(0)=0. Since / ( t ) k H , b'(0)右 0. Defi.ne (z,'w)j—>(z ,w ) by 
the inverse transformation 
* * 
z = z + a(w ) 
* 
w = b(w ) . 
来 
We can replace the real variable t by the complex variable w since 
a,b are real analytic. The inverse transformation is nonsingular at 
、1 a ' ( 0 ) , 
0 with the Jacobian matrix . It leaves H q fixed 
0 b'(0) V- 乂 
and maps (0, t) to r ( t ) • Hence the image of M is 
来 来 来 来 来 . 来 来 ’ . . 来 
(1) v = F (z ,z ,u ) with F (0,0,u ) = 0 ’ F .(0,0,0) = 0 . 
z • 
We now consider the degree of freedom of such transformations. We 
can prove : 
来 * • 
A transformation (z,w) h-^ (z ,w ) maps v=F(z,z’u) with F(0,0,u)=0, 
F (0,0,0)=0 to another hypersurface of the same form , preserving H 
z 
and mapping (0,t) to (0, t) i f f the transformation is given by 
. :49 . . 
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^ •^ y . . : 乂 ’ “ „ . » . , " • 、 : : ， . . : “ v‘‘ : . ： ...... V:
:
.:‘.、v.:.:’ , - . vf *...二〜."’:.:〜.：/...: 二.. ‘‘：^ •.' .•…： .’.‘',： . . . ‘：‘..：“.'. ‘ !：“ ,••, .‘了.：，':‘、、“ 
“ 来 、 ： r \ ‘ 
z ~ az + f(z,w) 
I：；.' :.(2) 
w = w + g(z,w) 
with a a non-zero constant ’ f ,g s tar t with second order terms, and 
f(0’ w) = g(0, w) = 0. 
We remark that since the f i r s t statement has the group properties, 
the transformations (2) form a group. 
Consider now a transformation of the form 
z = z 
* nd 
w = w + g(z,w) where g(0,w)=0’ g s ta r t s with 2 order terms. 
Such a transformation preserves (1). By the equation of transformation, 
来 . 来 来 来 1 _ . • 
(3) F (z ,z ,u ) = F(z,z,u) + {g(z,u+iF(z,z,u)-g(z,u+iF(z,z,u)> 
Now, we regard z ,z ,u as three independent complex variables. We 
来 来 来 
want F (z ‘,0’u ) = 0. By (3), we see that we haye to solve for g(z, w) 
such that (i) g(0, w) = 0 
( i i ) g s t a r t s with second order terms 
( i i i ) g(z,u+iF(z,0,u)) = -2iF(z,0,u) • 
By the implicit function theorem, one can solve for u in 
s = u + iF(z’0’u) . Let u = h(z,s)‘ Then g(z’w) = -2w + 2h(z,w) is a 
solution of ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) , 
Now, M has the form 
(4) v = F(z,z,u) , F(0,0,u) = 0, F (0,0,0) = 0 and F(z,0,u) = 0. 
Z 
Let G be various convergent power series of the form J] F (u)z z 
咖 Bm
 k j 
J
 V 5 
. . . . * 来 * _ . 」 





By (6), we have 
(5) F(z,z,u) = F ( u ) | z |
2
 > zA(z,u) + zA(z,u) + G 
1 1 22 
„ t 、 f 丄 A(z’u)l f-丄 A(z,u)l 
= F fuj z + = 7~r Z + = -,~r + G , 
11、…[ F (u) F. (u) 22 八 11 、 11 J 
\ “ • • 
:... • ... ) .,• • . H. , • ' ... 、 , . • ‘ . 
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where A(z,u) = 2 F i k (u )z
k
 and F^Cu)^ . 
The biholomorphism 
* 、 w 、 A(z, w) 
z = z + f(z,w) , f(z,w) = F ( w ) 
1 1 
来 
w = w 
then transforms (5) into 
* . 来 一 来 来 * 、 _ 来 * u . 
F (z ,z ,u ) = F i x ( u ) | z I + G22 , • 
(3,2.2) Proposition. 





了. Then there is a unique biholomorphism that takes M to the form 
- v = F Cu)]z|
2




, r ( t ) to (0, t) 'and e( t ) to d / d z \ { Q t ) . 1 1 k J 
Proof. 
By proposition (3.2.1) , one can take M to the form 
(6) v = F (u) | z |
2
 + Goo ’ F^Cu)本 0 K
 ' 11
 1 1
 22 11 
g 
and r ( t ) to the point (0 , t ) . Let e( t ) = h ( t ) ^ - be the image section 
along (0 , t ) . We seek a biholomorphism <p which preserves the form (6) 
and takes (0, t) to (0’t) , e( t) to d / d z . 
* * 
Define (z,w)i~>(z ,w ) by the inverse transformation 
* * 
z = z h(w ) 
(7) * 
. w = w 
By the equation of transformation, 
v 来 = F u d ^ l l U i i 来 ） | 2 | / | 2 + G: 2 . 
* 来 来 I 来 1 2 








 ) | . 
I t f ixes pointwisely the u-axis . Also, 
3 dz d aw d ,,来、d 
-~3- H > —-ar -— + = hi W J • 
dW . az^ dz 3z* aw dz 
； . . : 5 1 
Thus 沴来 maps h( t )a /az to d / d z along (0 , t ) . 
I t remains to show the uniqueness. This follows from : 
(3.2.3) Lemma. 
来 来 
Let z = w) ’ w =诊(z,w) map some hypersurface of the form 
(6) to another of the same form, leave the u-axis pointwisely fixed and 
map a / a z | ( o t ) to a / a z | ( o t ) .Then the map is the identi ty. 
We f i r s t show that the lemma implies the uniqueness of 
proposition (3.2.2) .Let </> ，<j> be two local biholomorphisms 
1 2 
sa t i s fy ing the conditions of proposition (3.2.2) . Then 
(!> (j,'
1
 s a t i s f i e s the conditions of lemma (3.2,3) . Henc& ¢ ^
1
 i s the 
1 2 
ident i ty , or <f>i = ¢^ . / 
Proof of lemma (3.2.3). 
Since (0,u) is mapped to ( 0 , u ) , 沴 ( 0 , u ) = 0 and 必(0,u) = u. 
来 . . . 
Hence z = z《（z,w) 
l 
* 
w = w + z屮（z，w) 
1 
Q Q 
Now, > (^^Z^w) + (Z,W)) gpr + ( ^(zrw) + Zl/^  ( Z , W ) ) 蘇 . 
-一 ™ z Z 
So , along the u-axis, <f> (0,u) = 1. Hence, 
1 
来 2 
Z = Z + Z 0 (z，w). 
2 
I t remains to show that ^ - 汐 工 = 0 . By the equation of transformation, 
we have 
来 来 来 1 . 
(8) F (z ,z ’u ) = F(z,z,u) + z〜（z,u+iF) - z \ ( z , i i+ iF) > . 
Treat again z ,z ,u as independent variables. Then z = 0 implies z = 0. 
Using (8), 
F*(z*,0,u*) = 0 = z i / ^ z ’ u + iF(z,0,u) } .This forces 
zip (z,u) = 0 . Hence \jj (z,w) = 0. 
l • 1 
v . ' ' ' ' , ' . . ’ . •
 1
 ,.. .. 
s . . .. '；'.'_ I . . 'v …“‘....：. • ‘“. . 、 
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Th白 transformation becomes 
2 
z = z + z <f> (z,w) 
2 
•来 
w = w. 
(8) becomes F u ( u ) | z |
2
 + G^ = F^Cu) |z + z
2
^ ( z , u+iF(z, z, u)) |
2
 + G^. 
— _ — 參 
Different ia te the equation with respect to z and set z = 0, we obtain 
F i i ( u ) z = F^Cu) (z + Z
2
0 2 ( Z , U ) ) • 
Hence 4> (z,u) = 0. The transformation becomes the ident i ty . • 
2 
(3.2.4) Proposition. 
There exis ts a unique positive function p(t) such that i f the 
sect ion e ( t ) s a t i s f i e s | e ( t ) ( = p(t) , then the unique biholomorphism 
in proposition (3.2.2) s a t i s f i e s also F i i ( u ) = 1. 
•* . • 
Proof. 
By proposition (3.2.2) , There is a unique (p such that 
<^ (M) i s given by v = F (u) | z |
2
 + G , 0 ( r ( t ) ) - (0’t) and 
1 1 2 2 
l e ( t ) = d / d z l . The unique map for r ( t ) and h( t )e ( t ) then 
y 来 o 1 ( o , t ) 0 
rea l izes 
v = F i i ( u ) | h ( u ) |
2






| h ( t l ^
=
 ^ ^ ( t l i s independent of the choice of e o ( t ) . 
By reversing the direct ion of r and mapping w to -w , we can change the 
sign of F (t)‘Thus we can assume F ( t ) > 0. 
]e ( t )I 
Taking p( t ) = we see that p( t ) is independent of the 
一 V F (t) 
11 
choice of e ( t ) and if e ( t ) is a section along r ( t ) such that 
o 
| e ( t ) |=p(t) , then the unique map for y(t) and e( t ) rea l izes M to the 
. . 53 
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form 
(9) v = | z |
2
 + G22 . J 
Before proceed any further to " simplify " the form of M ,we need 
the following lemma : 
(3.2.5) Lemma. 





X(t) with 入 ( 0 ) = 入 ， | 入 ( 上 ) | =丄 such that the unique bi hoi omorphi sm 
t 
taking 
(i) (0,t) to (0’t) for a l l small t 
( i i ) A hypersurface of the form (9) to another of the same form 
‘(iii) d / d z to 入 ( t ) a / 3 z along (0 , t： ) 
also achieves 
(iv) Foo(u) = 0. 
22 
Proof. 
For any X(t), the bihoXomorphism satisfying ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) is 
unique according to proposition (3.2.2) • This biholomorphism is given 
expl ici t ly by 
* 
z = A(w)z 
(10) * 
w = w . 
because i t sa t i s f ies ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) . We prove ( i i i ) for example.By 
the equation of transformation, 
来 9 




= 丨 X(u+iF) I + G 2 2 




 22 X 入 入 
产.i s 
/ “ . . .. . . . . . . . 7 • .、• 
. . . . ' . . . .
:
 ,. ‘ . . . . . . 、 •,• 
. • . ' ' ' ： ' ： . 』 5 4 : 
. , . ‘ . • . . . . . . _- ’ . ：. ； ‘ - j . 丨 . ；'\ • ‘ . • . , . • 、 . ： . .• • . .. •• . . . . • . • ' / . ' , “ . . •‘ 
=jz来 | 2 + G* ’so (10) preserves the form (9). 
~-—丨丨‘“ 来 
We now want to choose X so that we also have F ^ = 0 . 
By the equation of transformation, 
( 1 1 ) 丨 z | 2 + F 2 2 (U) |Z | 4 + G 2 3 + G32 - V = v* 
= | z Y + 4
( U 、 丨 , 丨 4 + 《 a + G : 2 . 
If we subst i tu te the biholomorphism (10) into the r ight hand side of 
(11) to obtain an expression of z ,z ,u again, we get 
| z |
2
 + F 2 2 ( u ) | z |
4




“ O u ) + ^ ^ 1 ) | Z |
4
 + G 2 3 + G 3 2 ’ • 
, 、 r* , 、 2i入’(h) 
Hence F (u) = F o o (u) + . f i 0 
2 2 2 2 A I U J . 
_ We now choose X so that ‘ 
X'(u) = 一 A F (u) X(u) and- U(u) | = 1 . 
2 22 
来 
Then we will achieve F (u) = 0 for th is X(t) • 
22 
Given any i n i t i a l condition |X(0)| = 1 , one can solve for X(u) 
from the d i f fe ren t ia l equation . Since 
U X ) ' 念 + X 广 I F22XX + 入 ! F22X = 0 , we have |Mu) I = 
constant = |X(0)| = 1 .Thus solution of X(t) does exis t . 麗 
Using th i s lemma, we can prove : 
(3,2.6) Proposition. 
Given a unit vector v e T1’0 , there exis ts a unique unit section 
0 p 




 along y with i;(0) = v q such that i f e ( t ) = p ( t )y ( t ) , then 
the unique biholomorphism for e ( t ) , r ( t ) in proposition (3.2.4) also 




 i H _ • ' • "
 :
 ... ' . • 
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Given a real analytic curve r ( t ) on a nondegenerate hypersurface 
M, we f i r s t pick any section e( t ) with | e ( t ) | 二 p(t) along r ( t ) . Then 
by proposition (3.2.4) , there is a unique <f> that takes 
( i) y(t) to (0,t) for small t 
( i i ) M to 0(M) = { v = | z |
2
 + G22 > and 
( H i ) eit) to a / a z | ( o , t ) . 




入 y = e ( 0 ) f For th is \ , let \Jj be the unique biholomorphism given in 
o o p(0) o 
rsj 
lemma (3.2.5) , Set v{t)=从二“) along r in T1,0 • Note that v{0) 
=
 e ( Q )
_ = v • Set e( t) = p( t )y( t ) , then 如伞 is the unique map for 
M0)p(0> o , 、 
‘了(t) and e(t) as described in proposition (3*2.2) . By lemma (3.2.5), 
o n e h a s F ( u ) = 0 f o r 汐。沴(M) . | 
22 
The next step is to reparametrize the curve r ( t ) on M so that the 
unique biholomorphism in proposition (3.2.6) also achieves F^u) - 0. 
This is given by : 
(3.2.7) Proposition. 
There is a projective family of parametrizations of r such that i f 
r ( t ) is parametrized by one of these parametrizations, then the unique 
biholomorphism in proposition (3.2.6) also achieves F ^ u ) = 0. 
We need a lemma to prove this proposition : 
(3.2.8) Lemma. 
A biholomorphism maps some hypersurface of the form 
( 1 2 ) v = | z |
2
 + G 2 2 , F 2 2 ( i i ) = 0 
to another of the same form, and preserves the u-axis i f and only i f 
- ...:.,_.、.‘.’. ‘. • •. ' ... . ‘ ‘ 
: . : , . ： ： . ; . 5 6 • 
..: . : ., ••...' ‘ . . ..-, .. • , . . - ' ‘ . ’ . , ' . - • . ., . . . . . . ' . , ' • + • ' . . . . ‘ . ‘ . ‘ • ‘ . , ‘ 「• 
the biholomorphism is of the form 
* ( ‘ r \ \ 1 / 2 z = a z (q (w)J 
( 1 3 ) 来 
w = q(w) 
where a is a constant , |cc| = 1 , q(u) is real for real u and q (0)>0. 
Proof. 
J u s t the sufficiency is needed in the proof of proposition (3.2.7). 
So we omit the proof of necessity. 
By- the rsecond equation of (13), 
*. _ * _* * * 
F (z ,z ,u ) = v = Im q(u + iF) 
/ / 
二 Im [ q(u) + q ' ( u ) i ( | z | 2 + F 2 2 | z , | V . , ) + i |z | 2 +. . . ) 2 + . . . . ] 
/ / / ( y ' 
. = q ' ( u ) ( | z |
2
+ F 2 2 ( u ) | z ( V . . ) . . . • 
* / / / 
: - | z " |
2






 + q ; ( u ) ( | z |
2
+ F 2 2 ( u ) | z | V , . ) . . . 
= | z * 丨2 - |q ' (u)+ q" (u ) i ( | z | 2 +“.）+ . . . | . | z | 2 
Thus, a f te r grouping of terms, 
(14) v* = |z*|
2
 + q'(u)F 2 2(u) | z |
4
 + q' ( u l F ^ z
2
 + q M F ^ z
3 
/ / / / 
' , n 1 q… 1 ( q 、2 iFzl q , . >6 , 
+ q { F + r « ( ) z r > z + … . 
^ 33 3 q 2 q' q'
 1 1 
4/t * 
Let X(w) = l/a(q'(w)) .Then z = X(u)z + third order terms in z , 
with X(u)^0. Substitute th i s equation in the right hand side.of ( 1 4 ) , 
来 * 2 * 来 来 」 一 来 k 
and compare the result with v = |z | + J] F (u )z z , we 
j , k2=2 
obtain the following conclusion : 
、..’•’. , I . • . . • . - . •. ' ., . . . 
5 7 
: . . . . . . . • '“‘ . ‘ , . _ ' . 、 ' . , 、 . 
* 来 
If F (u) = 0 ’ then Fo. (u ) = 0 . 
22 22 
Also, (0,u) i s mapped to (0,q(u)).We see that (13) preserves the form 
(12) and preserves the u-axis : This proves the suff ic iency of the 
lemma. [| 
We remark that from (14), we also have : 
舉 来 ‘ 
If F (u) = 0 , then F (u ) = 0 without any condition on F • 
32 32 ^^ 
Proof of proposition (3 .2 .7 ) , . 
Let r be parametrized as r=r( t ) , By proposition (3.2.6) , there 
1 d 
i s a unique biholomorphism \p that takes r ( t ) to (0 , t ) , v q to ^ y ^ |Q 
and M to of the form : 
M : v = Izl
2
 + G。o , F (u) = 0. 
‘ 1 丨 1 22 22 
来 来 
Consider a map 中；(z,w) |—> (z ,w ) of the form (13) on ^ . 
1 
Since F = 0 for M4 , by (14), 
22 1 
“ 2 
* 1 , * [ 1 ( a ) 厂 n 
F (u) = ^ q - 5 + q F . 
33 3 2 q' 33 
Choose q(u) such that 
" 2 
！ + = 0 
(15)
 3 2 3 3 
q(0) = 0 
Then for th i s q, i/»i takes to the form : 
来 来 p * 、 奈 来 k _来」 * ^ 
M ： v = |z I
2
 + E F (u ) z z , F 2 2 = F 3 3 = 0 . 
Now, we reparametrize r from t to s by t=q
- 1
(s) • We obtain a 
new curve 了（s) on M suph that 
iff \ft 
？(s)=r(q _ 1(s)) ~ ( 0 , q - 1 ( s ) ) on M; — ( 0 , s ) on M2 • 
rsj 
Therefore , the composed map \fj。汐 takes M to M1 and y(s) to (0,s) • The 
1 1 
待，‘ f .”， . - 、•./ 
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map is unique by proposition (3.2.6) for any given q sat isfying 
(15). From the properties of Schwarzian derivative, a l l solutions of 
(15) are given by : 
s ( t ) = ~ ~ l , where a,b are constants . 
aqlt) + b 
This i s the projective family of parametrizations we are seeking. 丽 
The f inal step is to adjust r so that the unique map in 






， For each direction T transversal to H at p on M’ there is a 
unique real analytic curve through p and tangent to 厂 such that there 
exists some biholomorphism that takes M to • 
v = Izl
2




 , with F_(u) = 0 
I I ^ jj j 32 
and r to the u-axis. Further, for any e(0) in T
1
' with |e(0) | « p ( 0 ) , 
the unique biholomorphism given by proposition (3.2.6) also s a t i s f i e s 
F (u) = 0 . 
32 
Proof. 
We f i r s t find a local biholomorphism that takes (M,p) to (M , 0 ) , 
where M is of the form 
i 
(16) v = | z |
2
 + G22 . 
It then suffices to show that there is a unique curve r on M through 0 
1 
and tangent to a given transversal direction at 0 such that there 
* 肇 
exists some biholomorphism taking M to M with F„(u) = 0 and y to the 
u-axis. Let be fixed, and parametrize y by the u-axis : . 
r(?) = (P(€),q(4)) , q(?) = ? + ) 
with v given by (16). Then p'(0) is fixed. 
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* 来 
Let (z,w) I > (z ,w ) , written as 
来 0 0 * 
z = p(w ) + E c (w )z 
！ : : ( i t ) . . . : , 1 . — : , . — . . 
睾 0 0 来 来j 




be the unique map which maps to (0,?), 
v = | z | 2 + G to another hypersurface of the same form, and 
_ 来. 
L = d / d z + ^(z,w,z,w) a / a w to d / d z | ( 0义）along r , 
一 w 2 一 j^r 十 
where 3 i s determined by L( ^ 一 ( | z | +  G22( z， z,""^~~ 川 = 0 . 
f 
We write j3 as along r • 
: Since I — c ( ? ) a / a z + a / a ^ | ( p ( ? ) > q ( € > r 
C (w*) = 1 and (w*) = j3(p(w )) , We now claim the following : 
1 1 ‘ 
* … . • 








ndependent of p such that 
厂v" _ 雖j _ » 
c (?) = h (p ,p ' ,p ,P,P ,P ,芎） 
3 3 
论3(?) = k 3(p,p ,P ,P ,?) • 
, * 
Proof of the claim“On M , 
来 . ^ 来 
(18) w = ？ + H | z 丨 + G22 > . • 
Substitute (18) into (17) and expand the functions into Taylor se r ies 
at 5 , we obtain 
(19) z = p(?) + S , u = ？ + U 
where 
, * 0 * t " , 来 ^ 来 , z 丨 来 丨 2 、 * 2 
(20) S = ip { |z |
2
+G22> - | p |z I + z + (c 2 - i c 2 |z J )z 





)z* + 0( | z I ) + c z + c s z 
., ,‘ * 2 * 
(21) U = - (v p +v-p |z +G ) 
P p K
 2 2 
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+ Re { |z*|
4
)z奈 + (、+i0 2 | z* | 2 )z 
米 . 来 3 . , 来5 来 6 
+ (i// 3+i^|z |
2
) z + \l)z + Vsz > + 0 ( | z I ) • 
Using v = (w - w ) / (2i) , (16) and (17) , we obtain 
(22) | z |
2
 + G22(Z,Z,U) 
. 来 * 来 来 来 来 来 奈 
= { w + iv(p(w ),p(w ),w ) - (w + iv(p(w ),p(w ),w )) 
+ E - 2 i/f (w*)z*
j } , 
j J 
* 
where w i s given by (18) and z,.u are given by (19). 
: Let ^ be various analytic functions of (p,p,’p,P,’？） and le t g^  
be such functions that are bounded by |g | ^ c |p | near ^=0 , where c 
. can depend on p»p ,5 and is bounded near ？=0. To determine c 2 and ijj^  , 
奈 2 _ 来 * 2 
we consider the coeff ic ients of z z and 2T in both sides of (22). 
Equate the coeff ic ients of z* z* in both sides of (22), we obtain 
(23) (1 + g t )c 2 + g2^2 = f、• 
Equate the coeff ic ients of z* in both sides of (22) , we obtain 




2 , , 
Using the boundedness of g , we have * 0 for small |p[. 
' 、 1 + g 3 
Thus (23), (24) uniquely determine c and 诊• As f and g. are analyt ic 
c» J 
functions in p , p ' , p , p ' , so are
 c
2 ,汐2 . 
We proceed in the same way to solve c . Let 穸 be various 
. .... W « 
// , . " . . ’ . 
analyt ic functions in p ,p ' , p ,P,P ,P ，？ • First we consider the 
章 3 来 ， x 
coeff ic ien ts of z z in (22) . We obtain 
(25) (1 + g 6)c 3 + g，3 = r . 
Next we consider the coeff ic ients of z in (22). We obtain 
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(26 ) (l + gg)03 + ^ ^ 3
 =
 ^ : 
From (25),(26), we determine 屮,c uniquely as analytic functions in 
3 3 
/ / / / 
p» p'» P IP» P »P ,？ . This proves the claim. 
Now we continue the proof of proposition、（3.2.9) . Let V be 
various functions of (p ,p ' ,p ,p,p ,p ,?) with the property that 
V(0,p'(0)’p" (0),0) = 0 ,and let W be various functions of (p,p ,P,P 
，5 ) such that 浙=0 if p or p' is zero. 
来 . 来 >1 来 
Consider the coeff icients of |z |
4
 and |z | z in (22) .Using the 
resul t of the claim, we find : 
r 
* 4 
from the coeff ic ients of |z | in (22) that 
(27) F* ^ W + V . 
2 2 ‘. 
来 来 
from the coeff icients of |z |
4





22 - 4 i \
 =
 - i 
Also, from the defini t ion of 玲，we have 
— 2iz + 2iG 一 3 
|3(z, w,z,w) = 1 _ i Q
 Z
 = 2iz + 0( |z | ) . Hence, 
. u 
(29) < = 2ip + V , 
a 
Set F* 二 0 , then (27),(28) and (29) solves p (?) uniquely as 
32 
(30) p " ( ? ) = K p ’ p ' ’ H , € ) • 
Given p(0)=0 and p'(0) , one can solve (30) for p(?) -The curve r 
* 
corresponding to such then makes F^ = 0. 
Now we claim the uniqueness of y(t) . Suppose on the contrary that 
there exist r and r on M which sa t i s f i e s the proper t ies of the 
1> 2 
proposition. Let 0 :M —^ M (resp.余:M ~ > M ) be a biholomorphism 
1 1 2 2 
sat isfying the conclusion of the proposition corresponding to 
(resp. r ) .Then <f> odT
1 ： M ”> M takes the u-axis on M to the 
. 厂 " 2 2 1 1 2 1 
curve y = 6 (¾‘ ) which i s tangent to the u-axis on M at the origin. 
2 1
 2 
.. . . . . . . 、 . . . . . " . : - . , . . . -
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Wri te r ( C ) = (p(?),?+iv(p(?),pT?)；?)), we see that p(0) = 0 and p ' ( 0 ) = 
0. Since F = 0 for M , we have the equation (30) for p. Since p s 0 
32 2 
i s a solut ion of (30) with p(0)=p'(0)=0, y is the u-axis. Thus = r 2 • 
画 
We remark that the unique curve r in proposition (3.2.9) i s a 
chain on M. 
By proposition (3,2.1) to (3.2.9) , we have the following ； 
(3.2.10) Theorem. 
Let M be a nondegenerate hypersurface , peM , and r a direct ion a t 
f 
p transversal to H , and e € T
1 , 0
. Then there exis ts a unique curve 
^ P O p 
r ( t ) in the direction F such that there exis ts a unique local 
biholomorphism $ hear p sa t i s fy ing 
< • 
‘(a) $(M) i s in normal form 
v = | z |
2
 + E F (u )z
k
 , F 2 2 ( u ) = F 2 3 ( u ) = F 3 2 ( u ) = F 3 3 ( u ) = 0. 
k ,片2 
(b) $ ( r ( t ) ) = ( o , t ) . 
(c) i s a positive multiple of a /az | Q . 
Using th i s theorem, we can describe the set of a l l maps of M into 
normal form. F i rs t , we can specify any point p€M to be mapped to 0. 




 of a specified length to be mapped 
p 
to d / d z . Also, we can specify any transversal direction v to be mapped 
to d / d u . Note that the, projective family of parametrizations in 
proposition (3.2.7) is given by 
{s( t ) : s ( t ) = q ( t ) / ( aq ( t ) + b) , a,b€lR> , where qCt) i s any 
solution of (15) . We see that v H > d / d u f ixes b . We then can choose 
any a to determine a parametrization . Then we have a map to normal 
form • Thus, locally, the set of a l l maps to normal form i s 
• , ^ ‘ ' , • ' • "‘ • ‘ •. . • . . . 
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, which is 8-dimensional . 
Once p € M is specified, the pseudo-group of maps to normal form 






 ’ which is 5-dimensional. Given (M，p) and 
(M',p"), they are biholomorphic i f f their corresponding normal forms 
(N’0) and (N',0) are biholomorphic. Thus, we reduce the original 
equivalence problem to a 5-dimensional problem of whether (N,0) and 
C n ' , 0 ) are biholomorphic• 
We end tMs. chapter by giving the corresponding formulas in higher 
f 
dimensions and mentioning the very elaborate invariant theory of 
Fefferman . 
Moser f i r s t normalizes a real analytic nondegenerate real 
n+1 
-hypersurface M in C to the form 
v = h - z
a
z玲 + terms of weight 2： 3 . 
a|3 
Assuming that M has this form ’ any transformation mapping M to another 
real hypersurface of the same form can be factored uniquely as i/^h 
where h € H and if) is given by 
来 
z = z + f (z, w) 
* 
w = w + g(z,w) 
normalized by the conditions that 
f , a f / a z
a
 , a f / aw 
g , a g / a z
a
 , dg/dM , a
2
g / a z
a




have no constant term . 
As in the formal theory in C
2
 , i t can be proved that there 
exists a unique normalized transformation xft mapping the real 
hypersurface M into a normal form 
； ' ' i 、 ." 
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- a a § ^ 
V = h - z
a





^ k,汔 2 
where N s 3 (u) = J] N
 m
 ^ - 3 u
m 
a . . , a ^ .. .p« a . . . a S . . . ’ 
1 k 1 c m茳0 1 k 1 c 
a 0 
N 5 5 (u) h
 1 1
 = 0 , 
a a 8 0 
1 2 ^ 1 2 
a S a 否 




 = 0 , 
a a a 8 p 
1 2 3 1 2 
a 召 a 召 a ^ 
and N ' 3 5 5 (u) h h h = 0 . 
a a a 8 8 S 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
The geometric theory in C
2
 also carries through • In the process, a 
family of curves is distinguished on M , namely the curve r such that 
“for each p e r , there is a local biholomorphism mapping M to a normal 
form , p to 0 and y to the u-axis. These are invariant curves (under 
biholomorphisms ) called chains. In the next two chapters , they 
re-appear in two different descriptions. 
A very elaborate parabolic invariant theory is developed by 
Fefferman in a long paper [Fe2]. In analogy with classical invariant 
theory, Fefferman gives the following definition : The polynomial 
p ( N
 m
 - - ) = P(M) in the coefficients of a normal 
a . , . a 8 . • • 
1 k 1 t . 
form is called an invariant of weight <r i f i t sa t i s f i e s the following 
transformation law ； 
-cr/(n+i) 〜 
P(M) == J det (0) I P(M) , where M and M are in 
normal form and $ : M
 :
 > fi i s a biholomorphic map fixing 0. 
In case M is the boundary 5D of a strongly pseudoconvex domain 
D, Fefferman uses approximate solutions of the Dirichlet problem for a 
65 
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complex Monge-Ampere equation to define an invariant metric (see 
chapter 5) . He considers the Weyl invariants of weight o* ^  2n - 2 on 
(C\{0> )x3D and proves that for <r ^ 2n - 40 , every invariant of weight 
<r is a linear combination of Weyl invariants of weight cr .Then he 
proves that the Bergman kernel for D has an asymptotic expansion in 
terms of Weyl invariants. This completes a very interesting c i rc le of 
ideas since the complex Monge-Ampere equation he uses is motivated by 
consideration of the Bergman kernel , 
‘ « 
\ , ' ' • - . . . . ‘ ’ . 
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Chapter 4. Cartan-Chern invariants and pseudohermitian geometry 
§ 4.1 Cartan’s solution of the equivalence problem. 
2 
For a nondegenerate real hypersurface M in C , Cartan 
constructs a complete set of invariant forms, thereby solving the 
equivalence problem. 
Cartan s t a r t s with a real 1 form 0 and 0^  = dz which 
l 
annihilate the (0,1) tangent vectors to M . 0 can be normalized by 
the equation 
(1) de = i e A e + be 八 e + be 八 e • 
i i i i 
, 6 and 0 are not canonical , Thus, Cartan considers instead 
1 
% =丨入I 2 0 
(2) where 入 e C\{0} and fi e C 』 
cj = X (9 + /10 ) ’ 
‘ l l 
In addition to the auxiliary variables 入 ， / l i , Cartan introduces one 
more real auxiliary variable p and defines the forms 
w = ^ + AG + B0 + C0 
2 . X 1 1 
(2)' w = (djLi + D0 + E9 + F0 ) 
3 c* 1 1 
A 
0) = — { dp + 一 jixdjLi) + H6 + H9 + G8 > . 
4 | X | 2 2 
The functions A,B,...,H are given explici t ly in terms of b and i t s 
derivatives as follows : 
For any function f ‘we introduce i t s derivatives on M by 
df = f 9 + f 0 + f-9 
o l l . 1 1 
Then 
A = - (b + 2iji) 
B = - i/i 
C = p + ic/4 - (3i/2) Ijil
2
 ,where c = b-
I I 1 
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D = p + ic/4 + (i/2) | | i |
2 
E = - /i( b - iji ) 
. . , 2 . c- - be + 2ib 
F = iHliiL + 卯 一 + _ L _ ° 
^ ^ 6 
G = g c
2
 + + b】 + U _ g + _ e m ! + p 2 + M ! 
where i = c - be -2ib and g = c— - ic〜/ 2 . 
i o 11 o 
The forms w tw ’…，o> are defined in such a way so that the i r 
0 1 4 
exterior derivatives sa t i s fy equations which are as close as possible 
• to the structural equations of SU(2,1) , as follows : 
dw = ia> A cj - wA(a) + a> ) 
0 1 1 o :2 2 
da) = - a) A (j - a) A a) 
1 1 2 0 3 . ... 
* •- . 
- ( 4 ) do) = 2io)八二 + i二八 cj - w 八⑴ 
、人 2 1 3 l 3 o 4 
dw = - w A a) - a?八 w - R a)八 w 
3 1 4 2 3 o r 
d a > == i w 八 二 - ( w 十 二 ） 八 w - S w 八 - S w A ( j . 
4 3 3 2 2 4 0 1 0 1 
One regards the functions R and S as curvature terms which measure 
how far M di f fe rs from the real hyperquadric. The si tuat ion should be 
compared with the equations 
dw = 0) A o) 
1 12 2 
(5) dw = w 八 w 
2 1 12 
do) = - K w 八 o) 
12 1 2 
in 2-dimensional Riemannian geometry where the Gauss curvature K 
2 
measures how far the Riemailnian manifold differs from R • 
One may regard Xf P sis f ibre coordinates of some 8 - dimensional 
bundle B over M. In the case of a real hyperquadric, B can be identif ied 
with the group SU(2,1) , the f ibres being the cosets of the isotropy 
: 、：.：. . .. . ' . ‘ ' 
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(4.1.1) Theorem (Cartan,1932). 
〜 2 
Two real analytic, nondegenerate real hypersurfaces M , M in C 
are locally biholomorphic if and only if there exists a local 
diffeomorphism 
来 
F ： B -> B such that F (w ) = cj , for 0 i 彡 4 • 
i i 
The point is : instead of solving for a local diffeomorphism 
t 
f ： M —> M such that 
来 /w O 
f ( 0 ) = I 入 | 0 
(6} 头 (compare vrith (2)) 
f (0 ) = X(0 + /jte ) 
l l • ,.-
* . , ! " . " « 
‘for unknown functions A and ji , we now deal with the system of equations 
(7) F 来 ( 二 ) = o) , 0 ^ i ^ 4 
i i 
in which X, n (and p) become independent variables. The l a t t e r 
equations can be dealt with by Frobenius theorem. 
§ 4 . 2 Chern’s construction in higher dimensions. 
In th is section, we summarize Chern,s elegant generalization of 
Cartan's solution to higher dimensions. 
We f i r s t describe the construction of a bundle Y over a 
(2n+l)-dimensional nondegenerate CR manifold M . This is done in two 
steps. 
Step 1. Take local 1-forms 0=0 , 9 , l^ oc^n , which annihilate the 
subbundle defining the CR structure . Let E be the line bundle 
consisting of a l l positive multiples u0 of 9 . On E , we have 
.• •' i •  • • ' - "‘‘‘ . ..... . 
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a canonically defined 1-form o) = u0 with 




 are linear combinations of 9, 0 ,沴=沴 
and h - are constants with det ( h^ ) * 0 




 ’ 沴 on E are determined up to a group of 
transformations : 
' 来 . ： . . 
(2) 0) = o) 
来 a a + u o a uP 
U) = v Ct) p 
‘ 来 a ~a L a ]3 
0) = V 0) + u 0 u> 
p _ 
* o a- B • ^ a* p . , 
/ 0 = sw + ih -u 0
H
 v — ih - u万 v严 aT + 泠 
^ per j3 p<r p 
.a 3 
where u h - u v^  = h — and s € R . 
‘ p a|3 <r p<r • ‘ -、 
Let G^  be the group of transformations and Y be the 
oc oc 
principal G -bundle over E consisting of a l l such w, w , w , 4>. 
Remark. 




, , s and h^- as f ibre coordinates. 
(X cc 
We have the canonical ly defined 1 一 forms w, u> , w , <f> on Y . By 
taking their exterior derivatives and imitating the structural equations 
of SU(p+l,q+l) , Chern obtains a complete set of invariant forms on Y: 
» 
a a . .a ,a . - *,, 
0) , 0) , 0) , 0 , , 0 , 0、中 with 
(3) da> = ih s 八 t / + w A 沴 
. a 卩 A 』 a 丄 A ^ a 
da) = w 八 + a)八沴 
7 0 
. . . '.•••' • ' •.： ‘ ‘ ；‘ ‘ .'’..,. :, • ‘‘ ' I • , • •(. . 
dd> = iw-八 + 八 + 0 八 矽 
‘ P P 
d4>/ = ¢ / 八 4>J + i、A / - A c/ - i S ^ ^ A ^ 
一 I V 八 J + V / / A . - c / A . 
^ = 於 A # + / 八 〜 a ， 皇 沙 八 义 - < / 、 c / + A c / 
+ Po
a
 c/ A a) + Q5
a』八 w 
P P 一 - 一 
di/f ^ (p ^ ip + 八 〜 +  A w玲一 Ac/ ) 
- i P A a)
0




 )八 w 
per a a 




 = 0 . . “ 
- 13 P 
-〜 ~ a 八 
P - = p - + p - ,P = 0 ； 
a/3 ajS ^a , a — 
Note that we have used h a - and i t s inverse h叫 to lower and to raise 
indices For M-= Q , , ’ P巧 , \ vanish • These terms may 
thus be regarded as curvature terms which measure how far M di f fers from 
q . We remark that if the bundle B is used instead of Y, then the third 
equation in (3) is replaced by 
⑷ d g a^ + 中 一 ^ “ V = ° , ； 
(4.2.1) Theorem (Chern 1974) • 
〜 n+1 
Two real analytic nondegenerate real hypersurfaces M , M in € 
are locally biholomorphic if and only if there is a local 
diffeomorphism F : Y, —> Y under which the above canonical forms 
correspond 
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From (3) ’ we see that , span a closed d i f f e ren t i a l ideal on 
Y ‘ The curves on M defined by or = 0 ,沴 a = 0 are the generalizat ion 
of the chains on the real hyperquadric Q . 
§ 4.3 Webster's invariants for pseudohermitian manifolds. 
(4.3.1) Definition. 
Let M be an integrable , nondegenerate CR manifold of real 
dimension 2n+l, Let H be the subbundle of TM with real dimension 2n 
which defines the GR structure. Then for any real nonvanishing 1-form 9 
’ annihi la t ing H, the pair CM,6) is called a pseudo-hermitian manifold. 
Let M be a real hypersurface in C
n+1
, defined by r=0 • Take G=idr, 
we see that 0 = 9, since dr=(3r + 3r-)=0. We can prove that 9 i s a 
nonvanishing 1-form annihilat ing H • Thus, (M’9) is a pseudo-hermitian 
manifold. 
Now, we consider the invariants of the pair (M, 9). Locally, we 
^ 来 
can choose n complex 1-forms 9
a
 so that {9,9^,9 > form a basis of CTM • 
广 a a 
1 v v 
Let G = j 0 U , 0 ： v°€€ ； ( U , ) € GL(n,C) j . 
a ' 
0 0 u 5 p 








 are determined 
up to a transformation of G : 
(1) e=e ' , 0
a
 = + ev
a
 , e^ = e ^ u f + 
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„ a a 




,0^ = o o 





Since M is integrable, 
(2) d0 s de
a










 “ ^  . 
Under a transformation in G, we have 
: ⑷ w = ( u - 1 ) a P ‘ ( u ) , > • 
Since M is nondegenerate , ( g ^ ) is nonsingular at 




,0 such that 
(5) d9 = iga^0
a
A 9^ . 
If we reduce the changes to GL(n,C) 
(6) e ' = e , e
a
 = e ' A ; 广 ， e a = e ^ u f , ( u ^ a ) € G L ( n , c ) ； 
then a l l such coframes sa t i s fy (5), Also, if we require (5) to be 
invariant, then G reduces to GL(n,C) , i . e . , al l admissible coframes 
are given by (6). 
Proof. 




 be any coframe. Then we have (3). Choose e ' , 0  a,9 a by 
sett ing = < . Then by (3), 
, , ::i .. 73 , 
d 0 ' = ig 3 e '
a
A 9 ^ + 0 ^ ( 7 ) ^ 0 ^ + 7 , ' -0
/ a
) ,where 
aj3 _ a a 
’• : . .' r 




Since (g 一) i s nonsingular, for the given 7? , we can choose v such 
that T)' = 0. Then d0' = 9 ^ . We drop the dash and write the 





If we reduce G to GL(n,C), then 








Finally, i f we require (5) to be invariant, then 7?a - =〇 and 
th i s forces v
a
 = 0. Thus the transformation becomes in GL(n,C). 麗 
cc cc . • 
Let P be the bundle of a l l admissible cofr^mes (9,"9 ,6 ) [that i s , 
coframes such that (5) hold] . Then P — ^ ~ > M is a principal f i b r e 
bundle with the structure group GL(n,€) , Locally, P is M x GL(n,C) and 
(U
 a








 to P : 
For any vector V tangent to P, 
0(V) = 0(7r*(V)) arid similarly for e
a
, 9 . 
- 2 




 are 1-forms on P . Since dim^P = 2n +2n+l , we can f ind 
2n
2
 more independent , i n t r ins i ca l ly defined 1-forms on P. 
(X 
By d i f fe ren t ia t ing e
a
 , we find that the general form of d0 i s 
(7) d0
a
 = e^A m
 a








 are 1-forms such that 
P ^ 




p P o _ 
(9) T
a









 = a9 + b e
a
 + c- 9 , then 
oc oc 
-• .. - ‘ • . .. " . . . ' \ . . . . . . . . . ‘ •  • 、“ •• • .. . . , . • • •. 
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e 八 T
a
 == b e A e
a





By grouping b , A e
a
 into the f i r s t term 0
P 八 w 卩 , w e may require 
(10) r
a





 are completely determined in the system (7) , (8) , (10) and 
w
 a
 are determined up to a transformation 
CiD = V e^ with c ^ V - c ^ • 二 ； 了 : 
For any , and the x
a
 specified in (7),(8) and (10), we have 
P 
(12) T = A 0了 with A == A , and 
、 丄 a - ar ay ra _ 
f 13) de - - a) - - - A -z 0 + B --0 
where A - = A - , B B - - and B - - = A - - . 
‘ w n e r e a^r • oi^r _ 喻 ^r 
Now, let be any l-fdrm such that "together with the uniquely 
p 
/v. . i . . . a , ~ a , 
determined t , they sa t is fy . (7), (8) and (10) . .Transform 0)^  to by 
(14) w o
a
 = w o
a
 + A - Q
7 
、 3 j3 /Say 
we see that u
 a
 f-——> w o
a
 i s an admissible transformation [since a l l 
卩 P 
~ CL 
such transformations are given by (11) ] such that in terms of ’ we 
have 
( 1 5 )
 - Vf = 0 , , 
[we rewrite a>0
a
 as w 0
a
 ]. Thus there exis ts such that (15) holds, 
p P “ 
cc cc 
By requiring (15) to be invariant y we get C^ ^ = 0 in (11) . Then 
are uniquely determined . We conclude these resu l t s in the following : 
(4.3.2) Theorem. 
Let (M,9) be a nondegenerate , integrable, pseudohermitian 
manifold. Then in the bundle P over M described above, there i s an 
in t r ins ic basis of l-fo^ms 
, „ n<x. a a v 
{ e , e , 0 ,w、⑴吞 > , 
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1-forms x
a
 and functions g - sa t i s fy ing 
d e = i g
c ^




 = 9^ 八 a)o
a





 = 0 mod 0了 
- ^ / ¾ “
 =
 ° ' 
a j J
 a 
Now, we consider the exter ior derivatives dw卩 and dT . 
Define 





 - ^ A 
then 







9 < r 八 ‘ e , w h e r e 
( 1 9 ) = R
a^o*p
 =  R a ^ p 
(
2 0 )
 V p ^ = 
and 
— 一 一 
( 2 2 ) Q a = wa - 9 P a 0°* - Aa- Ty A 9 + B a - 0°* 八 e , Where 
、 per y 
( 2 3 )
 ^ = ¾ ' 。 
§ 4 . 4 Geometric interpretat ion of Webster's invariants. 
Let E be a vector bundle and r ( E ) be the set of sections of E . We 
recal1 that 
来 
D ： r ( E ) > r ( T (M) ® E) i s a connection on E if 
1) for a l l s ’s € r ( E ) , D(s + s ) = Dsi + Ds 
1 2 . 1 : 2 1 c. 
2) for a l l s € r ( E ) and a € C°°(M) , D(as) = da®s + aDs . 
Note that D is l inear. Let {s , . . . , s } be a basis for E on a 
1 q 
1 • , ....:' '丨. • . . ' ' . . . . . . 
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coordinate neighborhood. Then, DS = o> ® S for some matrix 
c 1 q r „ 
CJ • . . 0) S 
1 1 1 
(j) = : ’ where S = : . 
- . . 
1 q o 




The o)曰 are called the connection forms of D . 
a 
Now if S' = AS , then 




) ® S' . Thus, 
(1) c/= dA-A"
1
 + A w A " . 
Conversely” i f a) s a t i s f i e s the transformation rule (1), then there 
exis ts a connection D with o> as the connection matrix. 
a 
We consider the s i tua t ion in § 4.3 again. We shall interpret w卩 
as connection forms of a connect ion on； H- . To see 'this’, we choose • - « 
another local forms 0 '
a
 on M . Then we have 
a 8 a a _ * a 
de = 9 ' 八 + 0 八 T 
P 
(2 ) 
. d e '
a




Different ia te (3.6) and subst i tu te the resul t in (3.7), we get 
( 3 ) d0
a
 = A c / f “ A T ^ - 9 ^ 八 d〜a . 
By (2),(3) and (3.6), 
9 ^ U ^ A + 0 ' A T
A
 = I $ ' R 義 V H A T ^ ) U F T A - A D U A ： 
r p r p P 
Compare the ©'-term, we get 
Compare the 9 -term , we get 
Different iate (5) and use (5) again, we have 
( 6 ) U
 r
 (do> 玲 - w p 八0> 玲 ） = ( d o > ' y - a)' p A u j ) u / . 
, a y y p a a p r 
. 7 7 




 > be an admissible coframe . Let { X , Xa , X- > 




 } , and let V = U"
1
 . Then, 
(7) X = V ^  X' , where 
a a |3 一 




 } given in (3 .6) , 
, a a 
Define D locally by 
(8 ) D : r (H ) — > r(T*(M) ® H) ’ DXa = u f X^ . 
Then under the change (7), we get from (5) that 
⑶ = + 
which is the transformation rule for connection matrices. Thus, D is— a 
g 
connection on H with w
 H
 as the connection forms. 
a 
Given a connection D on a vector bundle E over M and a metric 
‘ .( ' •• 
ds
2
( . , . ) on M , we say that D is a metric connection with respect to 
ds
2
 if for any two parallel vector f ie lds W on M，we. have 
ds
2
(Y ,Y ) = constant. 
1 2 
Now, we define an hermitian metric ( , ) in the f ibres of H by 
(10) for any Y , a
a
 X。+ a a X- and Y2 = b a \ + b a X - , 
(Y ,Y ) = g ^ a
a
 b^ . 
1 2 a/3 
We shall prove that ( ,") is a metric connection • In fact , let 
Y = a
a
 X + a
a
 X- ,Y = b
a
 X + b
a
 X- be any two para l le l vector 
i a a ’ 2 a a 








 ) ® X + (da
a
 + ^ a)-
a
 ) ® X- = 0. Thus, 
3r a 7 a 
da
a








 = 0. 
Q 
By (3.15), we obtain 
一 峰 一 - 一 . 
a
a
 b 『 ) = % (〜a + daa + g^ b^  + db艮)a0t = 0 : 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . 、 . . _ . ' : . . . . ‘ . “ 、 . • . • •.,： 
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Hence s - a a b 13 i s constant and ( ,一）is a metric connection. Now, 
we can res ta te theorem (4.2.2) as 
(4.3.1) Theorem. 
Let (M,e) be a nondegenerate, .integrable pseudohermitian manifold. 
Then there is a unique hermitian metric (10) determined by the levi 
a 了 
form and a unique metric connection D on H such that T s 0 mod 9 • 
ct 
The curvature matrix of is^ defined by 
‘ P 
(U) II 广 。 / A 〜 a - 〜 a + i 〜 A T a - i、八 e a . 
By (6), we see tha t ITff
a
 transforms by 
(12) U
 r
 TT ^ K
 r
 U^ J . . . . 、 r / a r a r . 
' q ^ i s another curvature matrix of u ^ and transforms in the same way 
r ^ . 
(13) = . v
 a r a r 
The curvature tensor R 0 -一def ines a kind of curvature for holomorphic 
…… - papa-
plane sections in H as follows : i f 
(14) Z = Xa 
[that i s , the plane in H is given by {cZ ； c € C } ] , then 
( 1 5 ) == - 1 / 2 € 〜 5 ? p # ) / ( 〜 厂 ^ ^ ) 2 . 
K(Z) is well-defined since (15) does not change i f we replace ？ a by any 
c?
a
 where c € C\{0> . 
The Ricci tensor is defined by 
(16) R _ = R
 a
 -
per a per 
and the scalar curvature is defined by 
(17) R = g
p0
" Rp~ • 




• . .、. • . .. ' , “ ： :..、 - ： .. : : ., : . . •.- , - ‘ ； 
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 一 _ (R
 a
 a - + R
 a
 g - + 5 ^ R 一 + 5
 a
 R , ) 
C 1 8 J s





 g - + 5
 a
 g 0 - ) • 
§ 4.5 Applications. 
We f i r s t give the formulas for the torsion and curvature tensors 
of a real hypersurface (M’e) Q C
n+1
 • In C
n+1
 , le t 
, 1 n、 n+1 
Z=(Z’...，Z) , W = Z 
11+ 1 
and M S C be given by 
t 
(1) r(z , w,z, w) =^  p(z,z) + q(w, w) = 0 , 
: where p , q are C°° and real-valued. We also take 9 = i3r . Then 
( 2 ) de = ig 5 dz
a
A dz玲 + T] dz a 八 e + Tj-dz0^ 八 0 = i g ^ e a 八 e玲 
'.• °ap ). oc a 叩 . 
1
 - « 
-where 
( 3 ) ^ = - P a 0 - Q P a - ’ Q = qww 7 qw q； 
,、 ^ a cqf 







 0 , 
(X oc 
The above computations are valid if q 本 0 , Note that { 9, e , 9 } i s 
an admissible coframe. Let { X, X »X- > be i t s dual frame. Then 




 for any function f on M. 
a a 
[since both sides are equal on the basis { X, Xa ,X- > , ] With these 
notations, we cam find that 
(7) X = - i7)








(8) X = — - p (q 厂 1 — 
a « a ^a w^ a 
dz dw 





.:.::_••；' :.,-;‘ .... . •. .. •:•... •  、 •、• .. ...,:' ；' : : ..... v ., ' V • - , •； , • +,.••. ...,.:•: _ . . .. •. • -, • 
- " “ V V a - V a V " • 
n+1 
Now we consider in C : 
(12) Qq : r。= h^ zaz卩 + I ( w - w ) = 0 
(13) Q+(c) : r + = h^ rz^^ + ww = c 
(14) Q' (c) : r = ha召zaz玲 一 ww = 一c , 
where c i s a positive constant, ( h ^ ) is constant, hermit ian and 
nonsingular with- p positive arid q negative eigenvalues, p+q = n . 
The map (z,w) j — (z ' ,w ' ) given by . 
(15) w = c/w » z = V c z / w 
takes Q (c)Mw=0> to Q (c)\{w'=0> .Therefore (13) and (14) are 
+ 一 
biholomorphic. However, in terms of (z ,w ) , 
dr+ , 5r + 
0' = idr = i ~ ： d z ' + i dw 
dz aw 
dr_ , dr_ , 
e' = idr = i —~~ dz' + i dw . 
— — • cc „ ' 
dz 一 aw 
- '(X ' 8 2 
Using r [ a ^ ' - , z z ^ c 上 c 5
 + = h -z z^ + ww = h 3 ： + 
a6 oca 广一, ,-, 
p
 ^ ww ww 
' a ' jS 7 — z 
r = h -z z - w w , 
- a|3 
, . ^ c 
we find 0 = Q^  . 
w w 
Therefore , Q+(c) and Q一(c) are pseudoconformal equivalent but not 
pseudohermitian equivalent , 
The curvature tensors and the torsion of (Qq , 0Q) van i sh 
. . . . . . . 、 . . . ， . . . . . . - . : . . - . .. 
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ident ical ly . Now, we find the curvature tensors and the torsion of 
Q (c) and Q (c) at z=0 . Here, + — _ 
r+ = p + q , P = h agz
a
z^ , q = w w - c • 
At z = 0, |w| = V~c 萁 • 泠 q * 0 , So the formulas obtained in above re 
valid. 
Bv (10), A = 0 . Thus T == 0 at z = 0. J
 ' ay a 
By
 ( 1 1 )





By the def in i t ion of K(Z), 
t 
1 , 、 亡 卩 e ^ p j 
, 2 ^ ( W
 g
p a ^
) g g g €
 _ 1+1 _ 1 
]
 =




 ^ ^ ) 
For Q (c) T = 0 at z = Q . 
— (X 
‘ i 
r _ « - r cr -a - + s ) and 
^ap<r ： c ^^ofipo-
1 — 
K = - ^ , 
c 
Bv (3.18), - - s 0 in each case. 
• 卩 pacr 





 be defined by 


















 - 1 =0 






















 ) /2i e t c . , we get 
n 麵 ' — _ 
















 ) + b w - 1 = 0 v
 ^
 u
 a a a 
a=l 
where 










b = I (A + B) > 0 b a = i (Aa + Ba) > 0 . 
To apply the formulas for curvature tensors obtained in above, we 
.......... .,- • \ • • • . . - '" . . - *• 
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consider a more general form for which the e l l ipsoids are just the 
par t icu lar cases. We le t 
(19) r = p(z,z) + q(w,w) , where 
一 一 縫 . 一 
, 、 a 8 a B , a |S 
(20) P = a ^ z z p + a - - z z p + b ^ z z^ 




 + bww - 1 .,where 
a l l coeff ic ients are constants, a .^ , ( b ^ ) i s posit ive def in i te , 
hermitiem and b is posit ive. 
We compute for E along E n {z - 0> . Firs t we see that at 
z = 0, f 




( 2 2 )
 p - = b - p = 2a . 
a 卩 ： ocy ocy 
We argue q^ 萁 0 as follows . , •-




 + bww = 1 by (19). If q = 2aw + bw = 0 , then 
w 




 + bww = 0 = 2aw
2
 + bww 
9 ‘ 一 一 9 一 
2aw + 2aw -+ 2bww = 0 , which i s a contradiction. 
Thus the formulas obtained in above are valid， We find 
(23) R0- -I = - Q(b^-b - + b -bQ- - 4a. a - - ) 
jSapo^o 卩a per pa 玲cr |3p car 
(24) R - | = Q ((n+l)b - - 4 b^ a a — ) 
p<r' o p<r fip vcr 





(26) S --1 = : 八 、 - + b -b。- ) + 4Qa0 a - -、… jSpcorlo (n+1 )(n+2), lie vt" ]3a per pa jScr 乂 jSp our 
- ( b 叫 a _+ + a--b -
n+2 n^ va per fip VOL c^r vcr |3a 
+ b 叫 a - ) • 
H^ v<r pa 
. , . . . . 卜 、 ， . . . . . ！ . • . - . . • • ^ ' , * 
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Let us assume that we have the form (17),(18) . Then 
2 
( 2 7 ) S
aaaalo = (n + lHn +2)
 (
 ^ 7½
 } 4 Q
 h S ^ • 
r = l D 
r 
By these formulas , we have : 
(4.4.5) Theorem. 
Let n 2： 2 . The e l l ipsoid E in (16) i s equivalent to the real 
hypersphere if and only i f 
A = B , . . . , A = B , A = B . 
1 i n n 
Proof• 
(<=)By direct checking, we f ind that the biholomorphism 
« « 
- (z . . . . ,z , W ) h > (z , . . . ,z ,w ) 
1 - n 1 n 
where 
z = V A z , w = V A w 
a a a 
takes E to the hypersphere S : 〜 产 |zX | 2 + . . . + | z n | 2 + |w| 2 - 1 = 0. 
(=») We shall use the fact that for n 之 2, M s a t i s f i e s S ^ - - = 0 i f and 
only i f M is locally equivalent to the real hypersphere in C
n+1
 • 
Now, if E is equivalent to theThypersphere S , then 
Srt - - = 0 for a l l 卩，p, a, <r , In par t icular , S — = 0 along 
3pao* aaaa 
E n { z , z , . . . , z = 0 > and along E n {w,z , . . . ,z = 0 > . 
1 2 n 2 n 
Along E n {z , z—. . . , z = 0} , S -- is given by (27) . We have 
1 2 n (X0C0C0C 
S --1 = 0 =» a = a = . . . = a = 0 . 
aaota
1
 o 1 2 n 
Along E n {w,z , . . . ,z = 0 > , S -- is obtained by interchanging 
0
 2 n





^ a , b
1
^ b and modifying Q suitably in (27) . Thus, we 
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. . . = a = a = 0. thus, 
n 
A = B , • . •，A = B , A = B . 1 
1 1 n n 
While the curvature terms of pseudoconformal geometry are more 
like projective curvatures, those of pseudohermitian geometry are more 
like Riemannian curvatures. Hence, resul ts in Riemannian geometry are 
easier to imitate on a pseudohermitian manifold. We mention here some 
examples. One natural problem that has been studied is the CR Yamabe 
t 
problem ： given a compact, strongly pseudoconvex CR manifold , to find 
a, pseudohermitian structure for which the Webster scalar curvature is 
constant. A related problem is : given a compact nondegenerate CR 
* * 
-manifold, to find a pseudohermitian structure for which the 
pseudohermitian Ricci tensor is a scalar multiply of the levi form. 
Another problem is : to give bounds for the f i r s t eigenvalue of the 
subLaplacian on a pseudohermitian manifold. For the study of these 
problems, we quote the works [J&Ll], [J&L2], [Le] and [G r ] . 
.'.• 、- ... . '• • - 4 ... ‘ 
8 5 
Chapter 5. Fefferman metric 
§ 5 . 1 Different ia l geometry on the boundary. 
Let D Q C
n
 be a s t r i c t l y pseudoconvex domain. We shal l construct 
a conformal Lorentz metric ds
2
 on the c i rc le bundle SDxS
1
 such that 
2 
the l ight rays defined by ds project to chains on 5D. 
I t i s known that given a sequence f , f , . . . of orthonormal 
holomorphic functions in L
2
(D), the Bergman kernel Kd i s given by 
KD(Z,C) = E f ^ f ^ T U 
, i 
and has the following transformation rule 
• 
< • 
‘ Now, introduce z € C\{0> and define 
o 
,.、 , . X -1/(n+l) _ n 
u (z) = (K (z,z)) on D , 
D D 
U (z,z ) = Iz |
2 / ( n + 1 )
u (z) on DxC\{0>. 
D O 丨 0 丨 D 
We see that any biholomorphic map F : D - ^ D ： l i f t i n g to a 
biholomorphic map f : DxC\{0> —^ DxC\{0} by 
z ^ 
牙(z ’ . . ”z ,z ) = (F(z . . . . ,z ) , ~ ~ - ) = (z , . . . ,Z ,z ) 
1 n 0 1 n
 det F'
 1 n 。 
has the following transformation rule 
U = U- o ^ . 
D D 
Indeed,孕 i s biholomorphic since detF'本 0. Next, by (1), 
z 
U-。竽（z , • • , z , z j = F ( z ., . . , z ) ’ ) 
D 1 n 0 D 1 n det 卜 
Z 2 / ( n + l ) 
0 
= F ( Z M , . . ,Z ) ) 
detF'
 D 1 n 
= | z o |
2 / ( n + 1 )
 |detF' r
2 / ( n + 1 )
( K5( F(z),F(z) ) "
1 / ( n + 1 ) 
.‘ 、 . ： “ . , . . ...' '“ • , • • . . . . . . . , • 
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< -, „ f s
 1 1
) , i ‘ 
, , 2 / ( n+ l ) f v f 、、-l/(n+l) 
= Z (K (Z,Z)) 
I 0丨 D 
=U (z , . . , Z , Z ). 
D 1 n 0 







 = E ——dz d5k on DxC\{0> 
1
 j,k=0 dz dz 
j k 
i s preserved by 萝 . T o see th is , observe 
U = U ( z , , . , , z ) = . . . ,z ) 
D D t D O n D O n 
au au- dz 
D D A =— 
dz dz dz 
j a j 
O O 〜 〜 * 
‘ d U a U" dzQ dz • 
D D 3 a 
‘ ———='^r 
3z dz dz dz dz 
j k a 卩 k j • 
2 ~ 2 
which is just the metric (tensor) transformation rule. Thus, dsQ = dsQ . 
We conclude that (2) is a biholomorphic invariant. 
For the unit ball BSC
n
, we have K (z)=c ( l - |z |
2
)~
( n + 1 )




a constant. Thus, 
2 
u (z) = (const. H I - zI ) , 
B
 1 1 
U (z,z ) = ( c o n s t . ) | z |
2 / ( n + 1 )





 0 丨 丨 . 1 
Let C =z
 1 / ( n + 1 )
, C=z
 1 / ( n + 1 >
 z, , j = l , 2 , . . . , n . Then z = “ . 
0 0 j 0 j j S0 
Since (z , • • . , z ) |~~> ( 《 ， . . . ， 《 ) i s a local biholomorphism, 






 = E — 4 - • 
i,斥o ac ia< j J 
In terms of ¢, U = (const.)(< C 一C \ - . . . \ ). Thus, 
B 0 0 1 1 n n 
ds
 2
 = (const.)(d^dC + . . • d 丨 - d C dC) 
0 1 1 n n 0 0 
which recovers our familiar SU(n’l). 
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For general D , we have no exact formula for Kq , but only 
asymptotic information near the boundary. Therefore, we r e s t r i c t dsQ
2 




( 2 / n + 1 )
'
2 
az az~ f d 
o o (n+l) 
„2If I I 2/(n+l) 
a U , \z\ du 
D_ = 丄 ‘ D i>1 
dz dz~ 一 n+T z" dzt , 
j o o j 
a
2
u , i z l
2 / ( n + 1 )
 au 
az dz n+l dz、 
Ok O k 
t 
Thus, 
, , z |(2/n + l)-2 . | z |2/tn+l) ' , 12树)乜 









(3) ds = u dz dz乂 + — au — + du 
。 > + l ) 2 D 。 ° n+l ° 50 n + l zQ D 
‘ 2 • 
^ a u ‘ _ 
+ y ‘ - ~ ~ d z d z . , 
^ ^ dz dz j k 
j,k2:i j k 
i0 
Introducing polar coordinates zQ=re in C\{0>, and taking zeaD 
( i . e . , u = 0) , we arrive at 
D 
」 i 0 , 丄 • i e , Q 
dz =e dr + ire a8, 
o 
— Ou +du ) , (au -§u ) 3 2 u 
( 4 ) ds 2 = r n + 1 { D D ^ - i D D de + S ^ dz dzk } 
0
 n+l n+l j,k2=i 3z.3z, 
J k 
Oil DxC\{0> = DxS
1





, as a metric on DxS xlR
+












' liTIT d\ln 1 
1 0




 n+l dz z 
k 0 
2 
det(ds ) = 1 2 
0
 |z liT r^ au 1 2 d u^ 
I 0
 1
 D I r ~ - D 
— — — I
 Z
0 I
 n + 1
 — 
n+l dz z 3z azt , 
j o j k 
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u 5u X 
D _D 
！ ^ (|Z l ^ ) - 1 - ! — Iz。|2 Z0 
丨 。 丨 （ … ) 2 a u 、 
D 一 D 
d z z a z a z t 






 1 + 
-
 1
 2 on 3DxS xlR . 
{ , .2 5u d u 
(n+1) _ d 
dz~ dz dT 
j j k 
Since c u = c K ~
l / < n + 1 )
 i s an approximate solution of the 
f n D n D 
Monge-Ampere equation J near the boundary, J ( u q ) 本 0 on dB. Therefore, 
detCds
 2
)本。• , , 
o 






. Since un=0 on 3D , 
’ 0 D - " 
‘ ‘ . « 
‘du =(3+5)u is normal to 3D , that is , 
D D 
< du X > = < au +§u , X > ^ 0 for every vector X tangent to 5D, 
D ' D D 
ds
2









⑶ = 广 1 < - ^ T ( a V % ) d e + 2 aFal- d z 产 k > . 
j j k 
Note that , however, ds i
2




) ’ since 
the tangent vector d / d r i s orthogonsCl to a l l vectors. 
This leads us to define 
. a V 
( 6 ) d s
2
 = l i ^ (auD- au )de + Z .aFaT" 
j,k2:i j k 
on the space SDxS
1
’ 
Now the metric (6) is nondegenerate on SDxS
1
. In fac t , in terms of 
i 
coordinates 6eS , z , . . . , z € 3D , 
1 n 
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. d u 
0 丄 _ £ o 
0
 az： ； az k 
det(ds
2
) = 。 = 2 2 
au a u (n+i) au a u 
- i D D _ £ 









 in (6) i s nondegenerate. 
2 
Let us see how the ds changes under a biholomorphic map. Let 
t 
F : D ——> D be biholomorphic. Define 
5P ： Dx€\{0> ~~> DxC\{0> , (z, z。) ——> (F(z)’ z。/ d e t F ' ) , 
we see that (5) is preserved by 沪 . I n polar coordinates, 
<f ： aDxS1 x(R+ —^ aDxS1 xIR+ / ; (z ,6 , r ) I——> (z ,0 ; r ) , we have 
~ 0 r ^-larg detF ~ _ ^^^ 
2 = =• — e e , z — r (Zj . 
0
 detF' 丨detF'| 
Thus, § = 0 - arg detF' 
- r 
r = ； ； ~ 
IdetF'I 





 - - > aDxS
1
 defined by 
F
#
(z,0) = ( F(z),0 - arg detF' ) transforms (6) in the 
following way •  
In terms of z ,0 , r , 
丄 — . au au 一 a \ -
^ r ^ | d e t F ' | n + 1 { ^ (E - E ^ k ) d § + z >. 
1 n 1
 dz az az az, 
k k j . k 
2
 1 
But i s preserved by 沪 , t h e r e f o r e , 
— • au au a
2
u 
k k J k 
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Thus F
#
 preserves the 2-tensor ds
2
 in (6) up to a factor of |det F | • 
Hence the conformal class of (6) is a biholomorphic invariant. We have 
2 1 
now constructed a nondegenerate conformal Lorentz metric ds on 5DxS , 
Note that by the asymptotic properties of the Bergman kernel near 
3D , we can replace u (z) = (K ( z ) )
1 / ( n + 1 )








 ) = 1 in D 
, 、 r u u -
(7) { j Jk 
I u = o on 3D 
t 
Approximate solutions of (7) are given by the following : 
Let D = { i// > 0 } with gradi/(| q > 0 , Then 
(l) . 7 , ' f . v.l/(n+l) ‘ 
u = iff / UW) • 
(s) (s-1) f . 上 1-JCu J > o < c, < n + 1 







 n + 1 
s a t i s f y J ( u
( s )
) = 1 + 0 (V
S >
) . 
Since only second order derivatives of u at the boundary are 
(2) 
needed in defining ds , one can just replace u or u q in (6) by u to 
get the same metric: 
• _ «2 (2) _ 
⑶ d s 2 = - ^ t ( 如 ( 2 ) _ § u < 2 ) ) d e + 2 a r ^ r d z j d i k . 
j ,k j k 
I t i s found that chains on 5D are just the projection of l ight 
1 
rays from 6DxS onto 5D with respect to the conformal Lorentz metric 
1 
(8) . So we study the light rays on 5DxS , 
(5.1.1) Lemma. 
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Two conformally equivalent Lorentz metrics have the same light 
rays • 
Proof. 
We f i r s t digress a l i t t l e to introduce some basic concepts. Let 
x=(xx, . . . ,x n) ， ？s=(?1, . . . A function L(x,^) is called 
a Lagrangian. The following equation 
_d_「 aL (x , g ) 1 - aL(x,g) 
、 J ~dF~ [ a^ x=x(t) J dx x=x(t) , 
1
 ?=x(t) ？=x(t) 
is called fixe Lagrange-Eu 1 er equation. Also, 
p.=5L/5x. are called the momentum and 
i i 
f•=5iy3x. are called the force, 
l l 
Let x ( x , p ) , , . . , x (x,p) be functions in (x , .‘.,x*,p^, . . . ,p ) s . t . 
1 n # i n 1 n 
p. = d L / d x . (x,x). Then 1
 l 
• i -
H(x,p) = p x - L is called the Hamiltonian , and 
• 3H • 3H 
(10) p = - — , x = t t - are called the Hamilton equations. 
^ 5x. 6p 
It is known that the Hamilton equations system is equivalent to the 
\ i 1 
Lagrange-Euler equation, and if L - - g ? ? where g. .(x) is the 
“ i j i j • 
metric, then the Lagrange-Euler equation for this L is the geodesies 
...k k • i • j 
equations x + T^  . x x 异 0 . 
Now , let L = ^ g . We find the corresponding H. 
^ ^ j 
= g =» p = g for a l l 1. 
M i k . 
x = g p for a l l i . 
^ • k 
1 j k 
Thus, H(x,p) = 2 g P . Taking 





• . X ' ' • . • ' ; . . . , . ‘ .  . . • 




= J] g " ( x ) « , ds
2
 = E (x)dx dx 
j k j K J
K
 J 
be two conformal equivalent Lorentz metric on a region D. Light rays 
with respect to ds
2
 are given by H = g
j k
(x )p j p k with 




= ， — 
dT 5x 
j 
‘ Light rays with respect to ds
2
 are given by H = 0 w i t h 
H = 0 
, dx an aH 
(13) S 
dp a8 a f
1
 aH < aH 
± = - _— S3' - ^ H - ^ ^ = 一 0 
dt dx dx ^ dxt  Y • 
j J J J 
Change the parameter t in (12) by dx = dt/沴 , w e see that 
(12)钤（13). Thus, ds2, ds2 define the same light rays. 麗 
§ 5.2 Computations. 
2 
In this section , we compute the explicit formula for ds in (1.8) 
and H in (1.11).These formulas are needed in investigating the 
properties of chains. 
Let D = {\jj > 0 } c c
n
. Then 
l , " ,、、-i/(n+i) , , ,2 一 ”, 1 丄 l-J(v)、 
v=u =( J(^)) \jj and u = v( 1 + ~ ^ ~ J . 
9 3 
Set (f> = J{\fj), then 
( - l )
n
J ( v ) , 、 
1 1 n+2 
P r ^ - h t t ^ 
= d e t ~ ' : Z l l 
斤 〜 - - 3 ( W W 
n+2 n+2 
1 , n+1, . 1 , n+1 , . 
+ n+2 . - ( 2 n . 3 ) / ( n , l ) 
, 4 、 2 沪 Y k ) 
V (n+1) 乂 
r o o 1 f 论 々 1 一 1 , 
= ( - l )
n
d e t I -
‘ n+1 
0 4> <J> - - 0 • (}>‘ \Jj 
by elementary row and column-operations. 
f 0 0 1 「 屮 ^7 1 1 
k 
Let B = . 
A 
o (b~ <b -- d>~ (b 6- \b ifj -
L
 u
 ^ 少jk v 中,k J L J 
Since every entry in 嘉 B i s of 0(^) , and for any matrix , 
det (I-A) = 1 - t r A + second order terms in a ^ , 
we see that 
( - l )
n







 n + 1
 i/f { 1 + 2 n ( t + 1 ) (trace B) > + 0(0
3
) and 





2 - — 6 n+1(<Mj + (f> 0-) + (f> n + 1 + > ( … ( t r a c e B) 
jk n+1
 v
 V j j ic V j j k 2n(n+l) 
l ’ .... 
+ 6
 n + 1
0 一 《 on 0 = 0. 
jk 




- in (1.8) and set ip = 0 on dDf 
jk 
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1 n + 2 
-—L- 1 ~ 
; d s
2
= - C ( 帥 - d 中 ) d e + E a S r d z 戶 厂 ^r、—中、 
n 丄 j k 
J._ 
+
 (trace B ) 2 d ^ . 
« . , 2 , ( ^ % ,1/(11+1) 
Since ds is a conformal metric, we can multiply ds by tn+1 J0 
to get the f inal explicit formula for ds on aDxR : 
(1) ds
2
 = -i(d\Jj-d\l))dQ + (n+l) J] \fj -dz dz - <f>"、d_ + d\jjd<p) 
J K J K 
r - i • 
r o o I f
0
 I — 
+ i trace _ (61//)(8^). 
‘ n 0 ( f 1 ^ - 一 <f 2<t> 4>- 中 中 -
, We now calculate the- Hamiltonian H . To do this , we f i r s t regard 
0 as the real part of a complex variable 9 k and consider the 
following hondegenerate metric on a nbd of 9DxC -Q C
n 1： 
_ 一 1 — - 一 
(2) ds = -idibW + id© d\J/ + (11+I ) J O - 4> (a杀a论 + di/jd<f>) 
C c c , , j k j k 
j , k 
, f r 0 0 i r 0 ^ i "
1
 一 
+ i trace { d i / j ) ( d i / j ) . 
n
 I 0 f




 is a metric on the real tangent space V = T(3DxR) , while ds 
O l 
2 
is a metric on the real tangent space V •= T(DxC) which agrees with ds 








G ： V > V defined by for a l l v € V" 
0 0 0 0 
G (v) = 1/2 (ds
2
(v, .) + ds
2
( . ,v) ) 
0 
. * • 
G : V ~ > V defined by for a l l v e V . 
1 1 1 1 
G (v) = 1/2 (ds
2
(v, .) + ds^(. ,v)) • 
1 c c 
Denote by c the natural injection from V。to \ .We have : 
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I 1 * I * 
V > V ~ — ~ > V ~ ~ - ~~> V 







Proof. By definit ion of the dual map, we have for any w€Vq, v € V , 
睾 睾 * • 
C V (w) = V ( t w ) . 
Then for a l l v € V , w € V , 
0 0 
， (t*G cv)(w) = U*G (tv))(w) 
l l 
= ( d s ^ ( c v , . ) + ds (.,cv)))](w) 
- 1 2 2 
= 5 (ds ( t v , . ) + ds ( . , l v ) ) ( c w ) 
t^A 0 0 
= 2 (ds^(xv, lw) + tw, cv)). 
2 2 
But cv=v€V , cw=weV and ds = ds on V , thus 
0 o c o 




(w,v)] = G (v)(w). 
1 tL 0 
* 
Hence l G l = G . •；. 
1 o • 
(5.2.2) Lemma. 
The Hamiltonian H is given by the function 
* 来 . 米 来 









 i , j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,2n-1 , where 
丄J . . 
0 2 n - l 
x , . . . , x are the coordinates of 3DxR. 
^t • . -1 • 





u 2 n - 1 0 0 0 
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. . . . . . 、 . , •‘ ‘. ‘' 、...：'， . .. 1 . . . ‘ '"• ‘ . . . •广 •  ‘ .‘‘ ‘ ——--'. 
•‘ _ 、 . . ' - . • • . , . ’ . . ， ’ • • ‘ . . * . - , > . . . . ... ’々  ‘ 、 . . . . , 
0 2XI-1 ‘ , 
Then v , . . . ,v are given by 
v*=G ( G
_
V ) = ~ (ds
2
( . , G
-
V ) + d s W , •)) 
o o 2 o o 
Hence for any w=(w°,. . . w
2 n
 ) € V , 
v*(w) = i - (ds
2




v , w)) 
k 1 i j 丄 1 1,1 
^ Pk





 p】 .Therefore, 
v . ( G : V ) = p t ( g
k j
p < ) = g
k J
p v p = H(v.). 面 
w lC J J 
t 
2 2 
Since ds , ds c are nondegenerate, we see that 
< 奈 > =v*(G~ 1w*) on V , and 
o o o 
来 来 奈 —i * 来 
< v ,w > = v (G】w ). on Vi ‘ 
are inner products. Now, we invert G by proving 
(5.2.3) Lemma. 
— * " * * , 3 d 、 
For v ,w 6 V annihilat ing the real tangent vector i (- —J, 
1
 ae aeT 
c c 
* * ' 睾1 来 . * * ^ ^ 
we have < t v , t w > = < v ,w >, In par t icular , taking w = v , 
o “ 
睾 * : 睾 一 5 ； * • 
we get H(c v ) == v (G^^ v ). 
Proof. 
Let 9 = 6 + i5. Then 
c 
v€V • v = V - + 6
 !
 ) + a + a , with 




 a? ae ae 
j j c c 
E (? V i = 0 and a as_ + - = o. 
J
 ae ae 、j c c 
Thus , v € V i f f 
o , 
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. : ‘ . , . . . . . . . . . . .... . / ‘ • . . . . ' : ' . , . • - .. ‘ . ， . . ； . , ,，. . . . .:. . .... . 了 . 
(3) {d\Jj + dip )(v) = 0 and i(d0 - de~)(v) = 0. 
c c 
* 
Thus, V q Q V} i s annihilated by {dxji + d i f j ) , i(d0 c 一 d9~" ) € V^ 




(4) G^ - 2i ( — - — ) ) = dijj + dilf • 
1
 ae ae 
c c 
Since V = { v € V ： (a^+a^)(v)=0 , i(d0 - d0~)(v)=O > , 
c c 
i*{di/j+dip) = L*(i(de - de~)) = o. 
C c 
~来 * . . 一 睾 
Let w = w + aidip+di/j) + ^( i(d0 c - de^")) € 乂丄 
with a ,^ so,chosen tha t G"
1。.）€ image(t) . Then 
idip+difi)^'
1
^*)) = i(de - 5 ^ ) ( 0
- 1
 (w •))宾 o. 
C C 1 
Finding w amounts to solving two l inear equations with two unkn^
v / n s 
a’|3. For th i s a,|3, —— “ 
来 ’ 睾 来 ， 来 * 睾 * ~ 舉 
<c v w >o = < l v ,c w > ,by (3) 
0 . . . 
= ( c v*) (G^
a
( t*w* ) ) ,by d e f i n i t i o n 
=U奈v骞)(t-iG^1 w奈) ’by lemma (5.2.1) 
= “ V h g :
1
 w* ) . .since G"
1
 G奈 e Im(c) 
i l 
= v (G w ) 
l 
* 
=<v ,w > • 
Therefore, 
0 = ( 3 ^ ) ( 0 ^ w* ) ,s ince G"
1
 w* € V 
1
 1 o 
= w (G^ i d i / j + d i / f ) ) .since <. , .> i s symmetric 
f r d d 、、 
= w (-21( — ) ) ,by (4) 
ae ae 
c c 
= w . (-2i( )) + a(a^+a^)(-2i( — — - ~ )) 
aer ae 、 ae ae 
c c c c 
•.
 1
 \ ;v .. ； f ' . - . - … . . : . . . . . - ..• . 
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V. ‘ . . . • • • • . ‘ . ... . ‘ ？ . .:-,‘. . . ,.•'、.• ：.' . ‘,*." ‘ ; •‘卜‘ - ‘ . • . . ‘ , . • . ； • ： . . » • ‘ -.‘、.' ‘"‘ 
, , . ‘ ；‘ . . . . V. •“ . , : . . . 、 ： . ： . , . • ‘ ‘ ‘ • r . . . . . . _ . . . . . ‘ 1 • -；. 
‘'‘！ ‘ .. \ • . '•’ •  ， 4 ‘ ‘’ “ k ‘ . 二， •• , . 1 r ' . “ • ‘ , , . • 、 ‘ • • ‘ •. .•； ： . . . . • . 二 . , 
+ ^ i ( d 0 - d e~ )(-2i(-——-^3-)) 
c c dQ dQ 
c c 
=413 /since w* annihilates i { d / d 9 r - a / 5 0 广 ) • 
~ 来 ’ 来 ' • ‘ — — • _ -
Thus, w = w + a i d i p + d i / f ) . 
来 • 来 . 来 来 . * 
<L V , C W > = < V , W > 
0 
* - * — 
=<v , w +aXd\p+di/J) > 
rn <v*, w > + av G" 1 (diJj+dilj) 
=<v*,w*> - 2av ( i ( a / a e - d / d e )) 
C C 
来 来 * — _ 
=<v ,w > , since v annihilates i ( d / d e 一 3/59 ) • |j 
Lo w 
f 
By lemma (5.2.3), our computation of H Is reduced to inverting the 
transformation G. Since Gi l ives on T(DxC), one can use the 
coordinates z , • . . , z , 9 to invert G as a (n+X)x(n+l j matrix. 
1 n C ' 1 
Let the matrix of ds
2
 in (2) in coordinates e , z , . . , , z be 
C C 1 n 
f 0 iVV 
k 
r = 
、 - i ^ (n+l)0 j £ - + + 种 八 J 
where 
1 
( 万 二 S t r a c e B, 
" " • ' ： -i 
Our problem is to invert V • We shall express T in terms of 
f T -1 
0 





. j Jk J • 
By elementary calculations, we see that 








.• ) .1 . . • - • , ‘ 
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' . . . - . • . 入 •, '“' . , ... .. ‘ ‘ . . . . . . .. ‘' •‘ ... •‘' ‘ .. . .‘ 
r t . x 00 Ok • 、 -x 









and n + 1 f 0 0 1 j k 
飞 = trace _2 (A ) 








 J , 
To invert r , we f i r s t invert T q , where 
0 
(7) r = 
-iijj (n+1)^ - - <f> (0 0- + \JJ 
‘1 -if l<j>-； 





 0 6 
i . e . , C = 5 . ； - ， • 
jk jk k jo • 
one finds that 
(8) ( C -
1











Using (6) and (8), we obtain 
(9) 乂 1 ) … = E (CT1), A h c - 1 ) 〜 




 - i f 1 ( E 0 A j f f i)a n t + i ^ ' c E ¢1 A£ k)5 
m m Ok 厶 t JO 
“f 0 0 1 * 
+ 5 5 trace (A
jk
) . 
j 0 k 0
 0 f 2 " -
-1 
To find r , we need the following lemma : 
(5.2.4) Lemma> 
Let V be the holomorphic tangent space of DxC, vq = 5/30。. 
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Let T and r be invert ible con jugate-l inear hermit ian maps from 
* 
V > V sat is fying 
_____ * 
(10) (Tv)w = (r v)w + r Q(w) , where Q e V . 
o 
Assume T v = n with v e V and Qv = 0, then 
o o o o 
• 」 • 奈 1 奈 来 来 奈 来 来 
(11) V (r" w ) = v (r" w ) - r v (v ) w (v ) for a l l v ’w eV . 
0 0 0 
* ‘ ，. _ 
Proof. Note thsit V is the complex vector space of a l l 
. 睾 ’ ’ 睾 
complex-valued linear map on V. For any w € V , 
( i i ) 铃 r ' ^ w * ) = - r w * ( v 0 ) v 0 
4» w* = r(r
- 1
w*) - r W*(v )r(v ) , by r is conjugate — linear 
.• » 0 0 0 
= w * + y r K r ^ i c w 睾 ) q 一 y w * ( v o ) ( r o v o + r q ( v q ) q ) , b y ( 9 ) 
4
 . - « 
=w* + r - y w*(v〇)n , b y rQVo=Q , Qv q= 0 
(12) r Q ( r _ 1 w*)n - rw*(v )n = o ‘ 
0 0 
Thus we reduce the problem to proving (12), To prove (12), i t suf f ices 
to show ( 1 3 ) : 
(13) 了mr-1w*) - rw*(v ) = 0 . 
0 0 
— 1 来 • 
Set v = r~ (w ) - r w (v ) v , 
o o o 
then Q(r"
1
w*) = Q(v + r w*(v ) v ) = fil(v). 
0 0 0 
奈 • 来 
Since w = T (v) + J w (v )Q , > 
o o o 
we have w*(v ) = (T v)(v ) = r (v )(v) = fi(v). 
0 0 0 0 0 
Thus, 飞 Q(r"1w ) - r w (v ) = y n(v) - y n(v) = 0 ,since by (5), 
0 0 
y = trace [product of two hermit ian matrices] and so r ^ CR . 
i ‘ • ., ‘ ... . . . • . 
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This proves (13), and hence the lemma. 画 
By (10) ’ we have 





 ) 0 V i ^ 」 ， 
r
 0
 1 r "“
1
 i 
i\b 」 o 
thus we can take Q = , i and vq = 
• • 
• 鲁 
^ n 0 
Taking v = e , w == e , and using (9),(11), we find 
( 1 4 ) ( r -
1
) ^ == ( r -
1
) ^ - r 6 j 0 6 k 0 
‘ S 0 V m X 07A £k 
j k 一 m in、 + i - i — ^ — — 5 
• . (f> Ok 4> JO 
8 8 • 「f 0 0 I 
- j0 k0 , ( AJ
k、 
- — trace , \ ^ ) 
n n+1 , 2 n + l , , 
0 —T-4> - 一 <t> <t>-L v. 0 .2 J J 
We now write down the Hamiltonian H. Let dD 二 {ip = 0} Q €n , with 
coordinates z , . . . ,z on €
n
 , z 产 x + iy, , and d i f j / d x ^0 • Then by 
1 n j j J
 1 
the inverse function theorem, we can take、，x2,〜，.••’ x n , \ a s l o c a l 
coordinates on 3D. 
Similar to the proof in lemma (5.2.2), we f ind that i f we write 








 j - i 
then v*G
- 1
v奈=4 J g1 JP.P. .Take p = p , p , Px ,P ’…，px t V y t o 
1
 i , j>0 1 J x 0 e 1 2 2 n n 
be the conjugate momenta, then 
v* = p d9 + p dy + p dx +.. .+p dy . Thus, 
r
 x y 1 2 y n 
0 1 2 n 
2p = p - ip for J=0 ,1 , . . . , n , 
^x f y 
j j 







• • • . , . . :
 4 ：：: ； X; . ....... .... " , . . . • . . , . '•‘ . . , .. .i 
Thus, H = r g
j k










(15) H = E A
j k
(p + ip )(Px - ip ) 
j ,k2=0 j j k k 
2px 
一 H A^(p x - ip )3 
^ k^l,i^o k k 
p
2
 r r 0 0 -n -I 
- J a . .trace (n+1)^ - (2n+l)0,0- (A
jk
) 
„ n 休 一 LJi 
n L L
 ° t ^ J J . 
t 
§5.3 An example of spiral chains. 
2 
In this section, we shall examine the domain D = { ip > 0} £ C > 
(1) 0( Z 1 ,Z 2) = , z ^ z 2 i 2 + i ( z r z ^ z ^ . 
Write z '= x + iy , then d\fj/dx 本 0. Thus, y, x ,y are local 
“ j j J l
 1
 ^ — 
coordinates of dD . To take advantage of rotational symmetry, we 
"“ “ o “  
introduce coordinates y,r,X oil 3D : z 其 re . We shall show that 
U ^ 
there are spiral chains on 3Dq . Before this, we give a formula for H 
in this example. 
(5.3.1) Lemma. 
———^. - 2 
p ， 








 + + (2 + 16yr
6
)pxpy - 6pypQ 
y
 r “ “ ’' 
+ (192p、pn -432p^ )yr4 + r 1 0A(y,r 2 )p 2 + r 9B(y,r 2)p p 















E ( y , r
2
) , 
r y r 
where A, . . . ,E are f in i te power series in y , r
2
 with coefficients 
depending only on p入 and pQ . 
Proof. Using the transformation rule for covectors, we get 
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X






y 一 y2 Px = PX 
2 x 2
 y
2 2 2 
p. 
_ 2 2 2 A 
z (p + ip ) = rp + ip、 P + p = p + ~~— . 








In the notations of formula (2.15), 
"
 1 +  1 Z I K = + 4 i ( Z r 5 1 ) 2 2 5 2 ) 5 2 
3 — 4 
U 0 = - 4 i Z 2 Z 2 
















Compute (p，<p ,(p -, ^ <t> -, and r e s t r i c t to {^=0}, we obtain the 
1 2 11 X 2» 21 .22 
following formulas in terms of y,r,X : 
8 6 、 一 
0 = 1 + i r i/J = ( - 1 - 8yr )z o 
r
 1 2 2 ‘ * • 
ft ‘ g 
‘ = 1 - i r = (-1 一 8yr )z 
1 2 . 2 
i//- = 0 ib - = -4 i r z 
11 21 2 
g 6 
\Jj - = 4ir z ^ - = - 1 - 32yr , 
/ 1 2 2 22 
o 1 g 22 
0 = 1 + 32yr - 7r - 32yr 
14 6 
6 = -16r - 16ir 
4. 14 2 O ^  — 
d> = (96yr 一 40r - 224yr )z 
2 2 
6 - = 0 
^11 






诊 - = ( 一 1 1 2 r 1 2 + 48i r 4 )z 
4. 1 4 20 
= 228yr - 208r -1568yr 
• j k . _ 
By the conformal nature of (2.15), we can replace (A ) by any 
f 0 i ^ - 1 
matrix which is proportional to the inverse of . 
、 j j k 
By Cramer-s rule, we take (A J k) to be the adjoint of th i s matrix.Then 
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X ,' ... ..... . • .- ,
J
 • • .. •..'.. .. . . •. 
. 00 \ . . 14 
A = -144r 
A
10






 = ( - 1 2 , - 12 i r
1 4
) z 2 
A
01
 = 3i + 96iyr
6 一 9r 8 
. 1 1 2 c / , 2 14 
A = 一 r - 16yr 一 64y r 
A
21
 = (-1 - 8yr
6
 + i r
8
 + 8 i y r
1 4





 + 12 i r
1 4




 = (-1 _ 8yr
6
 - i r
8
 _ 8 i y r
1 4
) z 2 
.22 . ”16 
A = -1 - r • 
f 
Putting the formulas obtained above in (2.15), we obtain the 
formula ( 1 ) . 醒 
*• « 
Now, we switch to new variables s, v,, p ,p by the following 
' S V 
transformation : 
- 1 / 2 









s + V 
1/2 
P = P P 
r v s 
P = Pv y v 
We put (2) into (1). Since only those solutions with H = 0 
matters, we can multiply the resul t by -p^ to obtain the f ina l 
formula for H : 
p. 




 + - 4 - + (2p. - 6pfl) 






 + 16p、s6 + (192p、p0 - 432p=)s4 ] + 0(p" 4 )， 
v A A o y v 
- •. . . . ; ' ' . . 、 厂 . . . . ' • , . 1 , • ' . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' . ‘ 
1 0 5 
. . . .• 、 .. i. . . . . • . , ： ‘ . • " ： . ' . . . . ‘ “ , • . . , . . . 







) . G is a f i n i t e power series in 
v V S V 53 
v ,p
- 1
 with coefficients depending only on p入 and p0 . 
(5.3.2) Theorem. 
There is an inf ini te family of chains on dU which spiral in 
towards the origin. No chains spiral in towards any point of 
5D other than the origin, 
o 
The theorem follows from : 
(5.3.3) Lemma. 
, There are inf ini te many solution curves for the Hamiltonian (3) 
[ i . e . , in f in i te many solutions for the Hamilton equations and H=0 ] 
,a long which p^ --> ⑴ , v —^ 0 as t —> + (or - oo ) while s, P s 
remain bounded. 
We f i r s t see that how theorem (5,3.2) follows from th is lemma. By 
the Hamilton equations, 
d p〉 ati 
——_ = - = o, since H is independent of X • 
dt 3入 
Thus p . ( t ) = p. = constant. By (4), 
A A 






 ] + 0(p"
4
). 
dt ap, 2 e v 
A S 
By lemma (5.3.3), as t —> + « (or 一 》 ) , v - > 0 , p^ -~> « 
=» vp"
1
——> 0 , p" ~ > 0 
V V 
d入 1 
=> for t large, « — + 2 . 
s 
Since s is bounded by the lemma, and p^ is constant, we see that i s 
bounded away from zero. Thus X(t) increases (or decreases) without 
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bound. 
By the transformation (2), 
p ——> oo , s is bounded =» r ( t ) —> 0. 
v 
p ——> oo , v —> 0 , p ,s are bounded =» y(t) —> 0. 
v S . ' 
Thus the chain (y ( t ) , r ( t ) ,X( t ) ) on 3D。 spi ra ls in towards the origin. 
. 、 . … 。 
Ar\ open nbd of xke o r i g i h >S 90q 




Also, the proof of lemma (5.3.3) will show that "v > 0" cannot 
be replaced by "v > v ⑴ " f o r any v^ 本 0. thus the origin is the 
only limit point of spiral chains. This proves the theorem. 





From the Hamilton equations with H , = 0 and = 0. Thus, 
p ,p are constants given by the in i t i a l conditions. If p^ s t a r t s out 
0 A 
large, then H » H q = p^ + s
2
+ p【/s 2 + (2px 一 6p0 ), and the 
solutions of Hamilton equations with H q sa t i s fy the property that 
periodically, s ( t ) = | p x |
1 / 2
 and p (t) > 0 with the period depends on 
H and is bounded above and below for near zero, 
o
 0 







 + (192pxp0 - 432p】）s4] + 0(p: 4) 
4 
P 




 + (192pApQ - 432p】）s4] + 
1 0 7 
’ - . . , - . - - , : , . . ‘ ) I , ( v . , ‘ , ' .. ... .: . . - , i 
, : . . . , . , ,、...:• :;:‘::： ¢.:.. . ... ,-:... ' . . • .:,. ... : :；. ' ' (" . " 'V . :.,-. . ' • . . . . . . . - , :: :. . - . ； . ; . ' ' . . . ’ 
Let the period for H = 0 in above be T. Then for any t〇 s . t . 
S
( V = | p j
1 / 2
 , p s ( V
 > 0
, 
4 4 t +T 4 
P P 0 , p 
— C V T) - — ( t 0 ) = 丄 
4 4 tQ 
t +T 








s = s ( t ) given by (5). Now, if we replace s ,p g by the solution of the 
Hamilton equations with H q and H q = 0 , we get a discrepancy 
0(P
_ 1
) . Then 
V 
4 t +T ‘ t+T 
P 0 O R 2 4 
== 0 ( p
- i
) - S Cl6s8 + 16pxsB + (192pxpe - 432pe)s ] dt 
0
 "o 






 + (2px - 6p ) = 0. That is , 
s u s 八 * 
p = 士 I (6p - 2p、) 一 S2 - p^ /S2 . By Hamilton equations with H , 
^s /\] 9 A 八 
g - = 2p s = ± 2 J ( 6 p e 一 2p入）一 S 2 - p 2x/s 2 • . 
1 /2 
Let t -= t Q , s = Jp入I 
t = t + uT , s = s ,where s is the maximum value of s. 
o
 p
 ji M 
I ！ 1/2 














 x x 9
 - ~ 缸 
V
 V
 | p J
1 / 2
 J (6p 0 - 2p x ) _ s
2
- p^ / s
2 
= ( p "
1
) + r . 
V 
y depends on p、，p_ and is non-zero by suitably choosing the constants 
y
 ‘ A 0 八 
p ,p . We assume y > 0. Then 
A 0 
, : 108 
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f ‘






( t ) = p
4
( t j + 一 ~ f ~ ~ — ( t - t ) . Thus, 
v v 0 丄 u 
1/4 
(4) p ( t ) - t as t ~ ~ > + CO • 
V 
From the Hamilton equations with H, 
dp 
d t -3、 -3 dv ^ v 
dt
 ( V P
v



























 +(192P;VP0 - 432p】）s4] + 0(P: 4 ) ) 
t 
= 0 ( p
_ 8




This rules out v ——> v 本 0 as t —> + 00 , since 
00 
‘ oo w , 
- (5 ) v(t) = - p
3
( t ) J / (vp"
3
)dT = 0 ( t
3 / 4
) s 0(x"2)dT = 0 ( t 3 / 4 ) 0 ( t " 1 ) 
v a x v 
t t 
= o ( t - 1 / 4 ) . 
So fa r we have shown that if p is large, then the estimates (4) and 
V 
(5) for p and v hold. We now construct solutions with v —、0, 
V 
using the estimates (4) and (5) as follows: 
1 /2 
Start at t = 0 with i n i t i a l conditions v=0,p =M >> 1’ s = |p入| 
and 0’A,p be determined so that H=0, we solve the Hamilton equations 
s 
with H. Then we le t the time flow backwards, unt i l at t = -T(M) we 
f i n a l l y have P v =
 K
» where K is a constant so large that the estimates 
(4) and (5) hold for t > -T(M). Then M ~ (T(M))
1 / 4
 i . e . , T(M) ~ M
4
 . 
1 / 4 
By (4) , (5) , p ( t ) - (t + T(M))" 
V 
-1/4 
v ( t ) 〜 ( t + T(M)) , for -T(M)+1 ^ t ^ 0 •. 
We sh i f t the origin of the time axis from t = 0 to t = -T(M)+1, 
i . e . , we replace t by t+T(M)-l. Then we have i n i t i a l conditions 
1 0 9 
. . : • . • , .. . ... :二. • ‘ :、. . ‘ ‘ ..'. • . ‘.... . ：‘: ‘ •• ‘ ‘ .. ‘ ‘, • ‘ ‘ .j •..... 









 for which the solution to the Hamilton equations s a t i s f i e s : 
V s 
There ex is t s a constant A independent of M s. t . 
| v ( t ) | ^ A( t+ l ) "
1 / 4
 A - ^ t + l )
1 7 4
 < p y ( t ) ^ A( t+l )
1 / 4 
| s ( t ) I ^ A jp s ( t )丨彡 A , 
fo r a l l 0 ^ t ^ T(H)-1. 
M H 
[ | s | ^ A , |p I ^ A follows from the equation H=0 • ] Then |v | , , 
5




| , |p"| 彡 A for a l l M. Pick Mk —^ ⑴ s . t v k , s k a l l 
tend to f i n i t e l imits , we obtain i n i t i a l conditions that lead to a 
solut ion of Hamilton equations with 
|v( t ) j ^ A( t+D"
1 / 4
 A^Ct+ l )
1 7 4
^ P y ( t ) ^ A( t+l )
1 / 4 
| s ( t ) I ^ A | p g ( t ) | ^ A for a l l t > 0. 
Therefore, p — o o , v -~> 0 as t — + oo , and s, p are 
V ；•- ？ 
* _ « 
,bounded for a l l t > 0 . 
If ^ < 0 » then analogous arguments hold for t > - co . | 
' - » -
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